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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Wave propagation in inhomogeneous media 
Classical wave (light, sound, elastic) propagation in different kinds of media 
has been studied for more than a century but more often in the two limits of very 
low and very high frequency with reference to the differentiation of the medium -
i.e., the medium is either macroscopically homogeneous or has sharp, infrequently 
encountered boundaries as in geometrical optics. The intermediate frequency range, 
where the wave encounters scattering at every wavelength, is not easily tractable and 
has therefore remained largely unexplored until recently. 
The new interest in this previously uncharted regime [1,2] has been sparked pri­
marily by rapid developments in both theoretical and experimental studies of electron 
wave propagation and localization in disordered media where the disorder is on the 
scale of the relevant wavelength. The occurrence of weak localization ( coherent back-
scattering) has been traced directly to the interference effects of multiply scattered 
waves so that a wave picture rather than a random-walking, colliding particle picture 
has emerged for an electron in a medium with a significant amount of disorder. This 
has naturally led to speculations that similar effects should be observable in the case 
of classical waves. These phenomena, apart from being of interest in themselves, 
should help to clarify the electron localization picture which, in spite of significant 
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advances, is still very much incomplete. 
In recognising the analogy between classical and quantum waves, investigators 
have stumbled upon the fortunate recollection that there is at least one aspect of 
electron wave propagation in the desired frequency regime that is not only very well 
understood and widely studied but has yielded rich dividends technologically - the 
band picture of electron propagation in periodically ordered crystals. This has opened 
up possibilities of a bountiful harvest of fruitful analogy and the initial hopes have 
been amply justified so far by the successes achieved in predicting [3] and observing 
[4] photonic band gaps. 
As far as classical wave localization is concerned, however, the success in applying 
the analogy has been far less spectacular. Researchers have come up against the fact 
that, similarities notwithstanding, there are several very fundamental differences in 
the two systems and therefore it is impossible to transfer the electron localization 
picture unchanged to the classical case. In fact, the criteria for localization are 
still being debated and many basic theoretical points have to be sorted out before 
experimentalists can be sure that they will recognise localization when they see it. 
Even though different kinds of classical waves are being studied, light waves are 
in the forefront for several reasons. Firstly, sophisticated high resolution instrumenta­
tion is already available for such studies. The existence of advanced optical technology 
also means that there is enormous scope for application of any new phenomena [5]. 
Also, many fundamental physical interactions are mediated through electromagnetic 
waves and may therefore be extensively modified under special conditions such as in 
a photonic band gap [6-8]. 
3 
Photons and electrons 
There are several significant differences between photons and electrons. The free 
photon dispersion of the frequency is linear in the wave vector k whereas for the 
electron it is quadratic. Also, the electron wave is scalar with spin 1/2 whereas light 
waves have a vector nature with photon spin 1. The Schrodinger equation and the 
wave equation are not equivalent in the time domain. However, in the frequency 
domain, the scalar wave equation at least is completely equivalent to the Schrodinger 
equation. This fact turns out to be important when comparisons are made. 
Frequency domain 
The comparison of the behavior of photons and electrons in a static potential 
can be explicitly made by writing the wave equation in the form of the Schrodinger 
equation. This clearly brings out the similarities and differences in the two cases. 
The Schrodinger equation is given by 
V'(r) = Exj){r) (1.1) 
The electromagnetic wave equation is 
2 2 
- + V(V.E) - (1.2) 
Here the dielectric function e(r) has been separated into its average value cq and 
a spatially varying part e/(r). The two immediately noticeable differences are the 
fact that the electromagnetic wave equation contains an extra term V(V.£) and that 
the potential is dependent on the frequency and is always positive. For instance, let 
us consider a periodic one-dimensional Kronig-Penney potential. The electron can 
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be trapped by lowering its energy into the regime below the barrier height where the 
bands are narrow and the gaps are wide. But lowering the energy of the light wave 
will only result in a simultaneous weakening of the trapping potential and one is 
therefore looking for gap formation in the positive energy range above the potential 
barrier where there are only very narrow gaps between wide bands. This can be 
achieved only under special conditions and identifying these optimum conditions is 
part of the challenge in looking for photonic band gaps or localization. For instance, 
one can tell by looking at the effective potential term that there has to be a sufficient 
dielectric contrast between the components of the medium. 
The extra term V(V.E) in equation 1.2 has to do with the fact that light waves 
are vector waves and have two different polarizations. Initially it was thought that 
this term could be safely ignored if one wanted to get only some approximate idea 
about conditions favorable for gap formation. However, the resulting scalar wave 
approximation failed to yield even qualitatively correct results. One reason is that 
the two polarizations behave differently and even if both form gaps near a particular 
frequency range, these gaps may not overlap. For example, an fee arrangement of 
spheres in a scalar wave approximation has a gap. In the vector case, however, the 
top of the gap for the p-polarized wave coincides with the bottom of the gap for the 
s-polarized wave at the W point of the Brillouin zone [3]. This degeneracy is inherent 
to the symmetry of the system and thus inhibits gap formation. The vector nature 
of light also plays a significant part in determining the effective dielectric constant of 
a composite medium in the long wavelength limit [9]. 
Theoretical predictions in the case of photonic band gaps have been very success­
ful because the band picture is essentially exact in the case of photons unlike in the 
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electron case where electron-electron interactions play a significant role. This absence 
of electron-electron interactions is the very reason that makes a photon localizing sys­
tem a good place to test the theory of Anderson localization since these interactions 
produce anomalous effects similar to those expected from disorder-induced localiza­
tion and therefore make it difficult to separate the two effects in electronic systems. 
Time domain 
In the time domain the Schrodinger equation is given by 
.^dip 
0 - (1-3) 
The corresponding scalar wave equation is 
The fact that the wave equation has a second order time derivative unlike the 
Schrodinger equation implies that time-dependent processes like diffusion behave 
differently in the two cases. According to the scaling theory of electron localization, 
the transport mean free path Itr vanishes as 1/^ with the diverging correlation length 
^ in the vicinity of strong localization. Thus, a very small value for the diffusion 
coefficient D = gu/tr ( where v is some characteristic velocity of the order of the 
phase velocity) can be taken as an indication that localization has been achieved. 
In studying light localization, however, careful measurements have revealed [10] that 
observed low values of D were in fact the result of a small transport velocity v rather 
than a vanishing Itr, i.e. the wave is still propagating but extremely slowly. 
No rigorous theory has yet been developed to account for this observation. In 
analogy with the random walk problem ( where large-scale transport behavior is 
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obtained by the analysis of the variance (r2) of the displacement vector), the transport 
properties of waves, within a Green's function formalism, have to be obtained from 
a study of the two-particle Green's function {GG) which satisfies the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation. Several studies have been done based on a low-density approximation 
of this equation [11,12,13] taking into account the fact that the effective potential 
for classical waves is energy-dependent. The velocity characterizing energy (which 
is the conserved quantity in the classical case as opposed to the particle number 
density in the Schrodinger case) diffusion is indeed found to be renormalized as 
a consequence of this energy-dependence. However, this renormalization does not 
account for the observed smallness of the transport velocity as some have hoped 
[13]. The low density approximation, therefore, appears to be inadequate especially 
since the experiments were done at fairly high concentrations of scatterers. Also, the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation is written assuming that the energy density U is given by 
I p which is true for electrons but not for classical waves for which 
Thus the need for a complete theory still remains. 
There is, however, a general consensus as to the qualitative cause of the observed 
low transport velocity. This is associated with resonant scattering which is charac­
terized by the formation of standing waves within the scatterer which traps the wave 
for a long time (compared with the time between succesive scattering events) before 
allowing it to leak away. The delay time [14] associated with this almost bound state 
is inversely related to the width of the resonance peak in the scattering cross-section. 
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Looking at the picture from both ends 
Both the photonic band gap problem and the localization problem have been 
framed in the terminology of the corresponding electronic problems and have been 
approached by the corresponding, very different, methods. This has led to their sub­
sequent progress along divergent paths but they still remain mutually relevant for 
several reasons. For instance, it has been suggested [15] that it might be easier to 
localize photons in the vicinity of a band gap if the periodic structure exhibiting it 
is slightly disordered. The reason for this assertion is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. For an 
electron in a disordered medium, an Urbach band tail of localized states is formed 
below the positive energy continuum of extended states, the two regimes being sep­
arated by a mobility edge. The mobility edge eventually moves into the positive 
energies as the disorder is increased (Fig.1.2). For classical waves, however, band tail 
localization in the negative energy region below the continuum is not possible since 
the energy eigenvalues are always positive. On the other hand, if one has an ordered 
structure exhibiting a band gap, then slight disordering is expected to lead to the 
creation of similar band tails of localized states within the gap. 
Also, the band structure methods used to calculate photonic band gaps are 
more 'exact' and can be used for comparison, in the appropriate limits, to gauge the 
reliability of the models for the disordered systems. The exactness of the periodic 
calculations, however, extracts a high price in terms of computational time and effort 
and if the basic scattering unit ( a sphere for example) is the same, the simpler 
single scattering picture (in terms of which most disordered systems are modeled) 
may provide some insight [16] into the photonic band gap problem. 
In fact, one may carry the Mie single scattering picture quite a bit further (al-
8 
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Figure 1.1: Density of states for an electron in a disordered system. 
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though we have not done so), in analogy with electronic systems, and formulate a 
tight-binding scheme for the calculation of band structures. Electronic band struc­
ture calculations have been made by a variety of methods. Of these, the nearly free 
electron picture (of which the plane wave method is a natural outgrowth) and the 
tight-binding model inhabit opposite ends of the spectrum. The nearly free electron 
picture emphasises the periodic nature of the potential and the Bragg scattering ori­
gin of the energy gaps. The credibility of the tight-binding picture rests on the fact 
that the energy bands in a crystal are formed through the coalescence of discrete 
atomic energy levels and may be very well represented by them in cases where the 
wave functions of the contributing electrons do not overlap. The photonic band gap 
problem is also amenable to such a two-fold approach. 
Some idea of the role of Bragg scattering in gap formation can be obtained by 
looking, in the nearly free photon approximation, at the scattering of a wave with 
wavevector k, in the vicinity of a single Bragg plane, into a degenerate state of 
wavevector k — G. The treatment is similar to the familiar electronic case except 
that the 2x2 determinant is replaced by a 4x4 determinant which takes into account 
the additional degeneracy between the two possible optical polarization states. The 
periodic dielectric function tj{r) in equation 1.2 can be expanded in a Fourier series 
e/(r) = î/g'exp(iG'.r) where the G' are the reciprocal lattice vectors. Using 
Bloch's theorem and writing the wavefunction as  tp  =  C(A:) exp iA:.r, equation 1.2 
in the nearly free photon limit can be written as 
^expzt.r {k^ - 6ow^/c^)C(6) -{- tjuyc^^Uo'Cik - G') = 0 (1.5) 
k G' 
The orthogonality of the allowed plane waves ensures that the term corresponding to 
each k  in equation 1.5 is separately equal to zero. In this simple picture we neglect 
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all other components U'q except for Uq and Uk-o where Uq is chosen such that it 
satisfies the Bragg condition k.G = (1/2)G. Thus, for each wavevector fc, only the 
two terms corresponding to the two polarizations of Uk-a contribute to the right 
hand side of equation 1.5. Following the derivation given by John [15] one can write 
the resulting eigenvalue equation as 
a{k )  1 o / 
0 (^ {k )  f  1 - /  
1 - /  f  a {k  -  G)  0 
/ 1 - /  0  a { k - G )  
= 0 ( 1 . 6 )  
where 
Q { k )  =  [fc^ - e Q { u ? I c ^ ) ] I I c ^ )  (1.7) 
and / = (1 — cosd ) l2  is the helicity flip amplitude for scattering from k  t o  k  — G  by 
an angle 6. On the Bragg plane / = G^jAk"^ and the eigenvalues of (6) are given by 
ujc  =  k{ tQ± .  t jUa)  (1.8) 
and 
w/c = t(eo ± e/C/cIl - (1.9) 
corresponding to the s and p polarizations respectively. The resulting dispersion 
relation is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.3. The inner branches correspond to the 
p-polarized wave. The two branches are degenerate at the center of the Bragg plane 
k = (j/2. On the other hand, one can see from equation 1.9 that at the point 
k = G/\/2 the gap is closed for the p-polarized wave. This is a new feature arising 
from the vector nature of light. 
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Figure 1.2: Nearly free photon dispersion in a periodic medium. 
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The other point of view, corresponding to the tight-binding picture, is based on 
the assumption that the Mie resonances of a scatterer play a role similar to that of 
the atomic energy levels in a crystal. There is reason to think that this is indeed 
the case. The Mie resonances may be viewed as the normal modes of the scatterer. 
Fig. 1.4 shows the electric and magnetic field patterns [15] for the first few modes of 
a dielectric sphere. The complete physical picture is somewhat complicated and the 
frequencies corresponding to these normal modes are complex. However, for small 
values of the imaginary part, the scattering cross-section for a sphere of diameter d 
peaks at the real frequencies w = 27rc/(A,y/ëy) (A,- is the wavelength inside the sphere) 
where rf/A,- = (n 4- l)/2 for high dielectric contrast with the background. One can 
thus imagine, somewhat simplistically, a pattern of standing waves forming inside 
the sphere at these frequencies. Several studies have shown a clear correspondence 
between the positions of the Mie resonances and the positions of the gaps in a periodic 
structure, especially for scalar waves . A detailed discussion of our own results is the 
topic of part I. Also, the paper by Economou and Sigalas [18] gives an extensive 
discussion of this point. 
Dissertation content and organization 
This thesis includes papers that have been published or are to be published. 
Chapters 2, 3 and 5 are papers that have been published. Chapter 4 includes ma­
terial that is being prepared for publication. The foregoing sections of the general 
introduction have been devoted to giving a general overview of the problem under 
consideration and also an idea of the current extent of progress in the area. 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation includes some results for scalar and electromag-
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Figure 1.3: Lines of force corresponding to the first four Mie resonance modes of 
electric type. 
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netic wave gap formation in several different cubic periodic arrangements of dielectric 
spheres calculated using the plane wave method. A comparison is made between these 
results and any information that can be extracted solely from the theory of Mie scat­
tering from a single sphere. This part , in the present form , was included in the con­
ference proceedings 'Photonic Band Gaps and Localization', edited by C.M.Soukoulis 
[16]. Also, some of this material has been published in Physical Review B [17]. 
Chapter 3 deals with the effective dielectric constant in the long wavelength 
limit for various periodic structures. Two ways of deriving this limit within the plane 
wave formulation are presented. Numerical results are given for cases where the 
dielectric 'crystal' is isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial. Comparisons are made with the 
Maxwell-Garnett theory. This part has been published in Physical Review B [9]. 
Chapter 4 discusses photonic gap formation in a whole class of structures de-
scribable by two varying parameters. This not only includes almost all previously 
known gap-forming structures, but also innumerable other intermediate ones formed 
by a continuous variation of the two parameters. Some material of this part has been 
included in a paper to be submitted for publication [20]. 
In Chapter 5 disordered media are studied using a new CPA where more structure 
is introduced into the basic scattering unit, a sphere, by putting a coating on it. Some 
comparisons with experiment are made. This part has been published in Physical 
Review B [21]. 
The conclusion includes a brief discussion of the results obtained in the four parts 
and their relevance to the general problem. The methods used in the calculations 
have been discussed in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 2. PHOTONIC BAND GAPS IN PERIODIC 
DIELECTRIC STRUCTURES: RELATION TO THE 
SINGLE-SCATTERER MIE RESONANCES 
Published in Photonic Band Gaps and Localization edited by C.M.Soukoulis 
S.Datta, C.T.Chan, K.M.Ho, C.M.Soukoulis and E.N.Economou 
Introduction 
A lot of theoretical and experimental work is being done in the area of propa­
gation of classical waves in periodic and disordered structures. The interest in this 
subject has grown, particularly in the last several years, due to a variety of fun­
damental and practical reasons. The possibility of the observation[1] of Anderson 
localization of EM waves in disordered dielectric structures and frequency gaps in 
periodic structures, in analogy to the electron waves, is of fundamental interest. The 
very large number of potential practical applications[2] of such photonic band gaps, 
such as the enhanced performance of semiconductor lasers, has also spurred interest 
in this topic. Studies have been done using scalar waves[3-7], EM waves[8-10] and 
elastic waves[ll]. The existence of band gaps and localized states have been reported 
in a variety of cases, particularly in periodic and disordered arrays of spherical scat-
terers. However, the relative importance of the roles of two difFerrent mechanisms. 
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single scatterer resonances and macroscopic Bragg-like resonances, in the formation 
of gaps and localized states is still being debated. The resolution of this question 
is of interest for the following reason. Most theoretical treatments of the problem 
involve a lot of complicated calculations. In the plane wave expansion method[7-8] 
that we have used, a large number of plane waves have to be used to ensure accuracy 
necessitating the diagonalization of large matrices and the expending of a lot of com­
putational effort. Therefore, it would be extremely helpful to know to what extent a 
single scatterer in an array maintains its individual identity so that, qualitatively at 
least, by looking at the simple case of a single scatterer, we can extract some initial 
information about the whole system with less effort. Also, using that information, 
it would be possible to formulate the problem in a simpler way, similar to the tight-
binding formulation of the electronic problem. In this paper we have attempted to 
find out how much the Mie resonances of a single sphere influence the formation of 
gaps by comparing them with the results that we have obtained[7-8] by studying the 
propagation of scalar and EM waves in periodic arrays of spheres using the plane 
wave expansion method. 
Apart from our own studies, which show a distinct correspondence between the 
gaps observed and the Mie resonances of a sphere, several other investigations have 
also indicated a similar correspondence. Calculations based on the coherent potential 
approximation (CPA) and the potential-well analogy (PWA) done by Soukoulis et 
al. [12,13] show that the single sphere Mie resonances persist in strongly influencing 
the transport properties even for rather high values of the filling ratio, which, for 
the CPA-PWA approximate results, can reach up to the close-packing limit. Also, 
Economou and Zdetsis[4] have found that band gaps in periodic dielectric structures 
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can be associated with the Mie resonance frequencies. The corresponding gap disap­
peared when they omitted a particular partial wave in their augmented plane wave 
calculation, providing convincing support for the view that the appearance of gaps is 
due to strong resonant scattering by each sphere. Sheng and Zhang[14] have related 
the occurrence of localization with the higher Mie resonances. 
Results for scalar and vector waves compared with Mie resonances 
Using a plane wave expansion method, we made a systematic examination[7-8] 
of the photonic band structures for dielectric spheres and air spheres for the simple 
cubic, bcc, fee, and diamond lattices as a function of the filling ratio and the dielctric 
constant ratio. In our method, we made use of the periodicity of the dielectric 
function by expanding it in terms of its Fourier coefficients in the reciprocal lattice 
vectors. The wave function was also expanded in terms of plane waves following 
the standard Bloch theorem. This enabled us to cast the wave equation in the 
form of an eigenvalue equation and reduce the problem to one of diagonalizing a 
matrix. Our results were obtained with matrix sizes of the order of 750 and the 
frequencies converged to better than 1%. We have made a systematic examination 
of the photonic band structure for scalar waves[7] propagating in periodic lattices 
of dielectric spheres (dielectric constant Ca) in a uniform dielectric background (€&). 
All of the lattices studied (simple cubic, bcc, fee, and diamond) do possess a full 
band gap. The optimal values of the filling ratio / of the spheres and of the relative 
dielectric contrast for the existence of a gap are obtained. The minimum value of the 
relative dielectric constant for creating a gap is also obtained. For vector waves[8], 
we observed a gap in the lower bands only for the diamond structure. In Fig. 2.1 
(scalar case) and Fig. 2.2 (vector case), we plot the threshold value of the dielectric 
constant ratio fx = Ca/eb needed to first open up a gap as a function of the filling 
ratio / for all the lattices we have studied. 
We observe that in all the cases a threshold value of the dielectric constant ratio 
= 3 to 4 is necessary to open up a gap. In particular, comparing the diamond 
lattice case where we have results for both the scalar case (Fig. 2.Id) and the vector 
case (Fig. 2.2, solid curve), we notice that the threshold value of n is roughly the 
same, i.e., equal to 4, for the two cases. The only difference is that the optimum 
value of /, fopt 0.15 for the first gap of the scalar case, while fopt — 0.35 for the 
first gap of the vector case. But this is expected, since for the vector case there are 
no s waves (/ = 0, where I is the magnitude of the angular momentum) and therefore 
one has to compare the second gap of the scalar case 
{ p  waves) with the first gap of the vector case (again a p  wave). Indeed, then 
fopt — 0.35, for both the second gap of the scalar wave and the first gap of the vector 
wave of the diamond lattice. Can the behavior of the band gaps be interpreted by 
the Mie resonant scattering from a single sphere? For a single sphere of dielectric 
constant ta in a dielectric background Cft, there are an infinite number of resonance 
frequencies w. In all of our numerical studies we have set = 1. If Ca is much larger 
than Cb, very strong resonances appear in the total scattering cross-section roughly 
when 
where Aa, the wavelength inside the sphere, is related with the frequency u by 
Aq —  StT c j  C q  
,  d  is the diameter of the sphere, n  = 0,1,2,3, ••• for the scalar case, and n  =  
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1,2,3,- - for the vector case. In Fig. 2.3 we plot the total scattering cross-section for 
scalar waves from a single sphere of dielectric constant Ca versus d/Xa-, for different 
values of Cq. Notice that for large dielectric constants, Ca = 50 and 13, the total 
scattering cross-section shows strong peaks when d/Xa = (n 4- l)/2. However, as ta 
is decreased, one starts losing the strong resonances and by the time Ca ^ 3, the 
resonances are no longer distinct. Therefore, no band gap will be created if one has 
a lattice of dielectric spheres with this low value of Similar behavior for the total 
scattering cross-section is obtained for the vector case too (see Fig. 2.4). Again, we 
note that the resonances become distinct only at dielectric constant ratios greater 
than 3. 
We can, therefore, say that there is a qualitative agreement in the threshold value 
of the dielectric constant ratio in the two cases. Here, it is necessary to mention that 
we are only comparing the results for the material spheres and not the air spheres with 
the Mie theory, since only in the case of material spheres are the scatterers spherical. 
For air spheres in a dielectric medium the low velocity and high dielectric constant 
scatterers have a complicated geometry and therefore, Mie theory for a sphere will 
not be applicable. 
Apart from the threshold values of the dielectric contrast, we have also compared 
the frequencies at which the gaps are found with the resonance frequencies of a single 
scatterer (see Fig. 2.5 for the scalar case and Fig. 2.6 for the vector case). This 
comparison is more revealing for the scalar case (Fig. 2.5) where indeed there is a 
strong correlation between the resonance frequencies of a single scatterer and the 
frequencies at which gaps appear. In Fig. 2.5, we plot the midgap frequency for the 
first two gaps versus the filling ratio / for all the lattices we have examined. 
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We have presented the midgap frequency as rf/Aa, where d is the diameter of the 
sphere and Aq = 2Tc/wyëI is the wavelength inside the sphere. The first few Mie 
resonances in these units are given by d/Xa = 0.53, 0.96 and 1.39 for the case of Cq 
= 13 and = 1. We find that at low filling ratios, the frequencies at which gaps 
are found are close to the values of d/Xa for which Mie resonances appear. For a low 
concentration of scatterers /, the propagation of the waves takes place through the 
background material (ej, = 1) the position of the Mie resonance (strong scattering) 
is expected to almost coincide with the gap (or would be gap). As the filling ratio 
increases, we may expect the resonances to mix and broaden into bands and we 
find (Fig. 2.5) that the gaps tend to be located in between the resonances. This 
behavior can be understood from the following argument. For a high concentration 
of scatterers, the propagation of waves is taking place by hopping from scatterer to 
scatterer through the overlap of the local resonance states (the analog of a band m 
Thus, in the scalar case, the correspondence between the gaps and the resonances 
is quite clear. Such a clear correspondence does not emerge in the vector case as is 
evident from Fig. 2.6. For the vector case, since the resonances are close to each 
other (see Fig. 2.4 for the case of €a = 13), a hybridization is expected and there 
will be no simple a priori relation between the position of the resonances and the 
midgaps (or midbands). 
Conclusions 
We compared our band structure results for the propagation of scalar and EM 
waves in various cubic periodic arrangements of spheres with the information avail­
able from the total scattering cross-section of a single sphere. We found that the 
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appearance and location of the resonances of a single sphere can throw some light on 
the threshold dielectric contrast and the position of the gaps in a periodic array. It is 
surprising that the positions of the bands in periodic dielectric structures are in any 
way related to the positions of the isolated Mie resonances as our results indicate. 
One possible reason for the dominant role played by Mie resonances in determining 
the band gaps may be that the scatterers we have considered are spherical and as 
opposed, e.g., to cubic scatterers, cannot form new well connected shapes by clus­
tering together. The Mie resonances of an isolated scatterer can be said to play the 
role of the energy levels of an isolated atom in a crystal. By carrying this analogy 
further, we may be able to understand more clearly exactly how the Mie resonances 
influence the formation of gaps and also explain the differences between the scalar 
and EM cases. 
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Figure 2.1: The threshold value of the dielectric constant ratio /z = Ca/cfc- The point 
at which the band gap just opens up, for the scalar case is plotted as 
a function of the filling ratio / for the (a) sc, (b) bcc, (c) fee, and (d) 
diamond lattices composed of dielectric spheres in air background. 
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Figure 2.2: The threshold value of the dielectric constant ratio fx = Ca/^fc- The 
point at which a band gap just opens up, for the vector case, is plotted 
as a function of the filling ratio / for the diamond lattice composed of 
dielectric spheres in air background and also air spheres in dielectric 
background. 
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Figure 2.3: Total scattering cross-section of an isolated sphere versus d/Xa for scalar 
waves for different values of the dielectric constant Cq {d is the diameter 
of the sphere and Aa = 27rc/w\/Ë^ is the wavelength inside the sphere). 
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Figure 2.4: Total scattering cross-section of an isolated sphere versus d/Àa for vector 
waves for different values of the dielectric constant (d is the diameter 
of the sphere and Aq = 27rc/u;y/e^ is the wavelength inside the sphere). 
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Figure 2.5. The midgap frequency, for scalar waves, of the first two gaps versus the 
filling ratio / for the sc, bcc, fee, and diamond lattices composed of 
dielectric spheres of Cq = 13 in air background. 
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Figure 2.6: The midgap frequency, for vector waves, of the first two gaps versus the 
filling ratio / for the diamond lattice composed of dielectric spheres of 
€a = 13 in an air background. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF 
PERIODIC COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 
A paper published in Physical Review B 
S.Datta, C.T.Chan, K.M.Ho, and C.M.Soukoulis 
Abstract 
Using a plane wave expansion method, we obtained expressions for the effective 
dielectric constants of composite periodic dielectric materials as the long wavelength 
limit of the photonic band structure problem. The effective dielectric constants of 
several classes of photonic band gap structures are computed and we found that in 
the long wavelength limit, they can be isotropic, uniaxial or biaxial, depending on the 
symmetry of the structure under consideration. We also found that the scalar wave 
approximation gives poor results for effective dielectric constants while the Maxwell-
Garnett theory offers very good approximations in the low filling ratio regimes. 
Introduction 
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in the long wavelength limit of het­
erogeneous media is an old but still very active subject [1], Initially, various effective 
medium approaches like the Maxwell-Garnett approximation [2] were used to deter­
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mine the dielectric constant and other properties in the long wavelength limit. It was 
later realised that these were inadequate and that the microgeometry of the medium 
needs to be taken into account even though it is on a much smaller scale than the 
probing wavelength. Several such studies were made by McPhedran and McKenzie 
[3] and others for periodic systems using the boundary-matching approach. The effi­
cacy of this approach is limited to special shapes like spheres and cubes which do not 
overlap. In recent years several [4-6] groups have used Fourier expansion techniques 
which can be used to study any periodic microgeometry and are therefore much wider 
in scope than the previous efforts. Very recently, there is a great deal of interest in 
the photonic band gap problem [7-13]. It has been proposed that a heterogeneous 
medium composed of periodic arrangements of low loss dielectric material can have 
a frequency gap in which no electromagnetic wave can propagate in any direction, 
analogous to the electronic band gap for Bloch electron waves in a periodic lattice of 
ion cores. Such a frequency gap is frequently called a "photonic band gap" (PBG), 
while those periodic dielectric materials that may have a photonic band gap are now 
frequently called photonic band gap materials in the literature. In this article, we 
will use the term "PBG material" in its broader sense to refer to heterogenous media 
with periodic arrangements of one type of material embedded in another. Exciting 
physical phenomena and possible industrial applications have been proposed if such 
a photonic band gap does exist [13]. It was later discovered [7-9] that the realization 
of a bona-fide photonic band gap in three dimension is much more difficult than 
originally purported. Nevertheless, it has now been demonstrated both theoretically 
[9-12] and experimentally [13] that full 3-dimensional photonic band gaps can be 
realized in certain classes of periodic dielectric materials. The recent thrust in this 
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area is partly fueled by advances in theoretical techniques, which allow us to solve 
the vector electromagnetic wave equations in a periodic medium and thus making 
the design of photonic band gap materials possible within current computation ca­
pabilities. The plane wave expansion method is by far the most popular theoretical 
tool for studying the photonic band gap problem and this Fourier space technique is 
similar in spirit to the methods of Tao et al. [4] and Shen et al. [5], although the 
latter focused their attention solely on the k 0 limit. It is interesting to note that 
a few authors [8,12] who worked on the photonic band gap problem have also studied 
the effective dielectric constant, but the effective dielectric constant is obtained by 
finite differences as slope of the photonic band dispersion at a small k in a certain 
propagation direction. We will show that the photonic band structure problem (ar­
bitrary but non-zero k) and the effective dielectric constant {k —* 0 limit) can be 
solved in the same problem, and we obtained formally closed-form expressions for 
the dielectric constant as the k —* 0 limit of the photonic band structure. Using this 
method, we calculated the effective dielectric constant of several classes of "photonic 
band gap" (PBG) materials. It is interesting to note that besides the possibility of 
possessing photonic gaps, some of these materials are also optically anisotropic and 
thus will exhibit sizable birefringence. 
The long wavelength limit 
For the class of PBG materials we are interested in, the most straightforward 
approach to studying the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum is to operate in the Fourier 
space, where the periodic boundary condition can be put in trivially by imposing 
Bloch's theorem and there is no restriction on the shape of the structural units 
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as long as they are in a periodic formation. We thus solve the wave equation by 
expanding the dielectric constant of the periodic structure in plane waves of the form 
where the G's are the reciprocal lattice vectors as determined by the periodicity 
of the system. This transforms the Maxwell equations into a matrix equation which, 
upon diagonalization, gives the frequency and the eigenvectors of the EM wave eigen-
modes. This has recently been, with slight variations, the favourite approach of many 
authors [7-12]. The same approach can also be used to find the long wavelength limit 
of the EM dispersion curves and thus determine the effective dielectric constant of 
periodic composite materials. One obvious way is simply to use finite differences, 
where the effective dielectric constant can be deduced from the slope of the EM wave 
dispersion curves as |A;| —> 0. What we are presenting here is an alternate approach 
in which we deduce the effective dielectric constant via perturbation theory. For EM 
waves with frequency w, the Maxwell equations can be written as 
V-D = 0 
V X H = -i-D 
c 
V X E = 2-H 
c 
V-H = 0 (3.1) 
and 
D(r) = e(r)E(r) (3.2) 
where e(r) is a real and periodic function of r and frequency independent in the range 
of frequency under consideraton. We also take the magnetic permeability /x = 1. 
Since e(r) is periodic, we can use Bloch's theorem to expand the H E, and D fields. 
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for example 
E(r) = ^EKe'K': (3.3) 
K 
where K = k + G, with k being a wave vector (in the Brillouin zone) that determines 
the propagation direction and wavelength of the EM wave, and G is a reciprocal 
lattice vector. Eq.(3.2) and the corresponding expansions for E and D transform the 
Maxwell Eqs.(3.1) into 
K • Dk = 0 
K X Hk = —DR 
c 
K X Ek = —HK 
c 
K • Hk = 0 (3.4) 
We can now eliminate the H field in terms of the E field, and get 
2 
K X K X Ek = —J X] ^ kK'EK' (3.5) 
c 
We decompose the Fourier components Ek into longitudinal and transverse compo­
nents 
EK = CKK + cxj^xk + (3.6) 
where (xK,yK, K) form an orthogonal triad and CK, 6%^, ey^ are the E field com­
ponents along these directions. 
Putting Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.5) and forming dot products with K and (xkîYk) 
respectively, we obtain 
0 = ^ ^KK' [(K • K') CK' + (K • xk') + (K • YK') eyj^, (3.7) 
K' 
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and 
A'2 CXR II M
 
ÊKK' 
6yK _ K' 
XK • XK' 
yK • XK' 
YK • YK '  
YK • YK '  
+ «KK' 
(xK • K') CK' 
(yK • K') CK' 
(3.8) 
If we define 
(^i'L)KK' = ^KK' (K • K') 
(^LT)kK' = %K' (K • QK') 
(The subscripts L and T stand for longitudinal and transverse respectively and a = x 
or y), then eliminating the longitudinal components eK' in Eqs. 3.6(a) and (b) leads 
to 
K' 
ex K 
r / 
\ 
tj-T 
,yx 
Ctt 
^TT 
,vy Ctt 
\ ( 
,x ,-l,r 
^TL^LL^LT 
^TL^LL^LT 
,x ,-l .y 
^TL^LL^LT 
^TL^LL^LT 
\ • 
• 
/ -
(3.9) 
where 
(^KK' êkK' Ôk •  ^K', (a, =  x , y )  
Eq. (3.9) can be solved to obtain the photon band structure; although the corre­
sponding equations for the H field [9] is more straight-forward to solve numerically. 
However, Eq. (3.9) has the advantage that we can obtain the long wavelength limit 
\k\ —> 0 in a straightforward way. We can write Eq. (3.9) as (K=:k+Gr) 
(k + G)^ - ~T $Z^k+G,k+G'Ek+G' (3.10) 
where the transverse E field is defined as 
E^G 
ex k+G 
^k+G . 
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At the long wavelength limit, the effective dielectric constant et_o is defined by 
Gey y = c^k^. So Eq. (3.10) becomes 
'2 / 
^k+G -
w 
c^k'^ \[k + G]^ ^k+G.k+G'^k+G' ^e// ^k+G,k+G'Ejj^Q( 
(3.11) 
Now taking the k —>• 0 limit, all G ^ 0 components of die off as 1/G^. 
Therefore only the first term in the right hand side of Eq. (3.11) survives and 
^tLo,G=o = ^7ff(oo^l^o,G=o- Thus 
^ e f f  —  ^00 — 
L\ 
XX C j T  
^TT 
xy 
Ctt 
,yy 
tTT 
^TL^LL^LT ^TL^LL^LT 
^TL^LL^LT ^TL^LL^LT / 
(3.12) 
G=o,G'=o 
y g  A  A  A  A A A  
where (ej'y)kk' = (^LL)kk' ~ ^kk'(k'^')'(^TL)kk' — (^kkOl^k-^') (cTki^ki^) 
form an orthogonal triad, and ekk' = ^ f ^ / e''®~^')-''e(r) is the 
Fourier transform of the dielectric function. 
Noting that (^tt)g=o,Gi=o is by definition zero, the first term at G = 0 and G' = 0 
becomes 
Ctt 
,v^  Ctt 
xy 
Ctt 
,yy 
Ctt 
/ (c) 0 
0 (e) 
\ 
(3.13) 
where 
(e> = (1 - /)ei + fe2 = ei[l + (Ae/ei)/] (3.14) 
which is the scalar wave result for a periodic array of material of dielectric constant 
62 embedded in material of dielectric constant ej with a filling ratio /. The diagonal-
ization of the 2x2 matrix in the second term gives the correction to the scalar wave 
result. Since it is a 2 x 2 matrix, there are in general two effective dielectric constants 
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f . . - \ / , \ 
a 0 
Ce// — + 
°  " /  
(3.15) 
(with two corresponding wave velocities) in a general direction of propagation. For 
the special case of a cubic crystal Eq. (3.12) reduces to 
{£) 0 
V  0  { e ) ,  
where a = this case, there is only one wave velocity in all directions. 
The most computationally intensive part in the evaluation of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15) 
lies in the computation of e^i- If we use N plane waves in the expansion Eq. (3.3) 
is the inverse of a X matrix. Although Eq. (3.12) is formally "exact" there 
is always a truncation error associated with truncating the Fourier series. The size 
of the matrix required to obtain reasonably converged results depends on the dielec­
tric contrast (higher contrast requiring more plane waves) as well as the geometric 
arrangement of "objects". Usually spheres that are nearly touching require a large 
number of plane waves to converge [12]. Convergence tests for some particular cases 
are given in the appendix, where we also discuss another way of obtaining the effective 
dielectric constant that may be more efficient in some situations. 
Numerical results 
Using the above method, we have calculated the effective dielectric constant in 
the long wavelength limit for a few prototypical PBG materials, which consist of a 
periodic array of a material of a specific dielectric constant embedded in a uniform 
matrix of a different dielectric contrast. The structures we considered include spheres 
arrayed in face-centred cubic, simple cubic, and diamond structures. We considered 
the case with material spheres embedded in air as well as the conjugate configuration 
of air spheres embedded in materials of high refractive index. Different filling ratios 
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are considered. The dielectric contrast is set at 13.0, which is roughly that of Si in 
air at optical wavelengths. 
We note that the formulation developed in the previous section are applicable 
to multicomponent systems and also systems with continuously varying dielectric 
constant, as long as e(r) is periodic, although we will limit ourselves to two component 
systems in the following numerical computations. The results for the material spheres 
(Fig. 3.1) and air spheres (Fig. 3.2) are compared with the scalar wave results 
(which ignore the vector nature of light) and the Maxwell-Garnett theory (basically 
a Clausius-Mosotti relation), which is given by 
We observe that the effective dielectric constant is smaller than the scalar wave 
result in all the cases we have considered and also that it is different for different 
structures. For the scalar wave result, the effective dielectric constant is independent 
of the microstructure of the media, and is determined entirely by the volume averaged 
dielectric constant of the media. What this means is that the scalar wave provides 
no information whatever about the structure in the long wavelength limit. However, 
the vector nature of the EM waves allows some sensitivity to the microstructure of 
the media even as |/:| —> 0 so that, for the same filling ratio, the effective dielectric 
constant changes with the structure factor of the material under consideration. We 
note that for the cubic systems under consideration, the term a in Eq. (3.15) can be 
written in the form of a formal series expansion in Ae/ei, (we take Ci > gg). Then 
èfc-.o = Ci[l + (Ae/ei)/ — (Ae/ci)^  ^ 5 (^G)(x.G)^  + • • •] (3.17) 
G 
where <S(G) = ^ exp (iG.r)F(G) is the structure factor of the composite material 
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in Fourier space, and F(G) is the Fourier transform of the the function F(r) which 
takes the value of one in the regions with dielectric constant and zero at regions 
with dielectric constant ci. This expansion can be obtained by expanding in a 
series of matrices. For multicomponent systems, we can obtain a similar expression if 
we expand about the volume-averaged dielectric constant. Although this expression 
is not practical for numerical computations except for very small dielectric constant 
contrasts, it does give us more insight than Eq. (3.15). We note that the term 
up to Ae/ei is precisely the scalar wave result, which shows no sensitivity to the 
microstructure of the composite system. The leading (Ae/cj)^ correction term to 
the scalar result is negative definite, so that it is quite natural that all the effective 
dielectric constants are smaller than the scalar wave result. The structure factor and 
the vector nature of EM waves enter the expression at this order. It is also interesting 
to compare the present results with those obtained from the MG expression. For both 
the material-in-air and air-in-material configurations, the MG results are in general 
better approximations than the scalar wave results. The scalar wave approximation 
to the vector wave equations has been used previously to study the photonic band 
gap problem. We now know that it can give qualitatively different results regarding 
the existence of photonic band gaps and also give rather poor approximations to the 
long wavelength effective dielectric constants. In the regime of small filling ratios, the 
MG results agree well with the vector-wave results. This is not surprising since the 
MG theories are intended for small isolated spheres embedded in a medium. As we 
consider the different arrangement of spheres, we observe that the agreement between 
vector-wave results and MG results begin to deteriorate at a fairly small filling ratio 
for the diamond structure while the agreement remains good for a much higher filling 
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ratio in the fee structure. The simple cubic structure lies in between. This is because 
the filling ratio corresponding to the condition of touching spheres increases in the 
order diamond, simple cubic and fee. We also note from Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 that the 
MG results constitute a lower bound for the material-in-air and an upper bound for 
the air-in-material configurations. Notice that the MG results agree reasonably well 
with our numerical results for air spheres (Fig. 3.2) for almost all the filling ratios /. 
The optical properties of crystals in nature can be classified into three groups: 
isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial, depending on the symmetry of the crystal. Amorphous 
materials and crystals of cubic symmetry have the same values for all three principal 
refractive indices. The index ellipsoid is a sphere and there is only one effective 
wave velocity in all directions. For crystal systems with lower symmetries, such as 
trigonal, tetragonal or hexagonal, two of the principal refractive indices are equal 
(usually called ordinary) and the third refractive index (extraordinary) is different. 
The index ellipsoid is a spheroid in this case. There are two different wave velocities 
in a general direction of propagation. In those crystals with even lower symmetry, 
such as monoclinic, all three refractive indices are different. 
The PBG materials, as far as optical properties are concerned, may be viewed 
as man-made "crystals". PBG structures that have the cubic symmetry, such as the 
dielectric balls arranged in fee, se and diamond structures we have considered, are 
optically isotropic in the long wavelength limit. There is only one effective dielectric 
constant and the effective wave velocities in all directions are the same. In the 
photonic band structure, the frequency vs. wavevector dispersion curve should be 
doubly degenerate near F, and has the same slope in all directions. 
A more interesting example is the Yablonovitch-Leung " 3-cylinder " structure 
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[13] that has been fabricated in both the microwave and micron length scales. The 
structure is fabricated by drilling three cylinders through each hole of a triangular 
array at an angle of 35.26 degrees away from the normal and spread out 120 degrees 
on the azimuth. This structure can be viewed as a fee structure with non-spherical 
elongated atoms, or alternatively, as a "degraded" diamond structure (drilling 3 more 
sets of cylinders can create a structure of diamond symmetry). This structure is of 
great interest since it has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically 
that it possesses a full photonic band gap; and although the largest photonic gap 
that is attainable for this structure is less than that of the diamond structure, this 
is up to now the only geometrical structure that has been fabricated both in the 
microwave and micron length scales. Prototype of this design has also been used to 
improve microwave antenna performance. This structure has symmetry equivalent to 
a trigonal crystal and possesses 12 symmetry operations. This is thus an anisotropic 
structure and behaves like a uniaxial crystal in the longwavelength limit, with the 
preferred axis in the [111] direction. 
In Fig. 3.3 we have plotted l/>/ëï and l/>/ë^, ie. the effective velocities, as 
a function of propagation direction in the[lll] — [10Î] plane for material cylinders 
(32% material) and air cylinders (21% material) in the "3-cylinder" structure with 
a dielectric constant ratio of 13.0. For the material cylinders, the 2x2 matrix in 
Eq. (3.12) was diagonalized to give two effective dielectric constants, and hence two 
effective velocities, one corresponding to the "ordinary" and the other corresponding 
to the "extraordinary" wave. The effective wave velocity that is the same in all 
direction corresponds, by definition, to the ordinary wave. We find that the two 
velocities coincide in the [111] direction and that the anisotropy is maximum in a 
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direction perpendicular to it. The structure behaves like a uniaxial crystal. In fact, 
this case corresponds to a positive uniaxial crystal, with the ordinary wave having a 
higher velocity than the extraordinary wave. The conjugate structure also behaves 
like a positive uniaxial crystal but with less anisotropy. In principle, we need only to 
calculate Eq. (3.12) for two directions, and the extraordinary wave velocity Vg can 
be obtained by 
= v\cos^Q + vlsin^9 (3.18) 
where Vo and Ve are the ordinary and extraordinary wave velocity respectively, and 
9 is the angle between k and the optic axis. For the material-in-air configuration, 
all the points marked by dots and crosses are calculated. For the air-in-material 
configuration, we have calculated the effective wave velocities at [111] and [101] and 
the wave velocities at other angles are obtained with Eq. (3.18). An interesting 
aspect of PBG materials is that the anisotropy in the refractive index of natural 
crystals is dictated by nature and is usually small, while that of PBG materials can 
be engineered to a certain extent by man as far as technological capabilities permit. 
The maximum anisotropy in the refractive index \/ë of a " 3-cylinder" structure is 
plotted as a function of the filling ratio (Fig. 3.4) for a dielectric constant ratio of 
7.0 and as a function of the dielectric constant ratio (Fig. 3.5) for both material-in-
air and air-in-material configurations of the "3-cylinder" structure. In Fig. 3.5 the 
cylinder filling ratio is 0.32 for material cylinders and 0.85 for air cylinders. We see 
that quite a large anisotropy can arise by optimizing the structure. 
We have considered both "material" cylinders and "air" cylinders in the "3-
cylinder" structure. The commonly practised fabrication processes involve drilling 
or etching and thus give "air" cylinder configurations. We also note that the current 
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theory for the long wavelength limit is applicable only to cases where the structural 
units are small compared with the wavelength. For photonic band gap materials that 
are engineered to have gaps in the range of optical frequencies, the long wave length 
anisotropy described here is relevant for waves that have much lower frequencies. 
For the sake of completeness, we have also considered a structure which is ex­
pected to be biaxial. The structure consists of dielectric spheres of dielectric constant 
e = 13, located at the lattice points of an orthorhombic lattice, with the lattice vectors 
having different lengths which are in the ratio of 1: 0.833: 0.714. The volume filling 
ratio of the spheres is 0.436. The effective velocities in the z-y, z-x and x-y planes are 
plotted in Fig. 3.6. They do show the characteristics of a biaxial crystal [14]. The 
section of the normal surface in each plane consists of a circle and an ellipse, and the 
radii of the circles in the x=0, y=0, z=0 planes are Ui, Uy, respectively. We found 
that Vx > Vy > Vz because the density of scatterers is lowest in the x-direction and 
highest in the z-direction. The two optic axes are defined by the two directions in 
which the circle and the ellipse intersect in the z-x plane. 
Conclusion 
Using the plane wave expansion method, we have obtained expressions for the 
effective dielectric constants of periodic dielectric materials. The effective dielectric 
constant is obtained as we consider the long wavelength limit of the solution to 
the Maxwell wave equations. The present method is applicable to structures of 
arbitary geometrical shape as long as they form a periodic structure. Although 
the mathematical details are different, our approach is similar to the Fourier-space 
formulations of Tao et al. [4] and Shen et al. [5]. 
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The long wavelength effective dielectric constants of a few composite materials 
were calculated and compared with the scalar wave and the Maxwell-Garnett approx­
imation. We found that the scalar wave approximation is poor for most situations, 
while the Maxwell-Garnett result is good as long as the structure is composed of 
isolated spheres. The Maxwell-Garnett theory is not expected to be applicable to 
structures that support complete photonic band gaps which, as far as we know, al­
ways form percolating networks. We also found that the "3-cylinder" photonic band 
gap structure that has already been successfully fabricated behaves like a uniaxial 
system and exhibits substantial optical anisotropy. We still have to see whether such 
pronounced birefringence behaviors can be utilized in practice. Last, but not the 
least, we note that although Eqs. (3.12) and (A.6) are formally "exact", obtaining 
fully converged results may be difficult for cases where the periodic structure has 
high dielectric contrast as the inversion of the matrix tn becomes prohibitive. This 
is the problem shared by all Fourier-space based approaches [4-6]. If the convergence 
is in doubt, extrapolating to an infinite basis may help in some cases. Under such 
situations, the scheme recently suggested by Bergman and Dunn [6] should be the 
method of choice. 
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Appendix 
We can also obtain the effective dielectric constants using the the H field equa­
tions (such as Eqs. (4-6) in ref 9c) that we employed to solve for the photonic band 
dispersion relations. To obtain the photonic bands, we need to diagonalize a Hermi-
tian matrix, 
H -^k+G.k+G'^k+G'.A' - (—) /^k+G.A 
G',.v 
( A l )  
where M is a 2Nx2N matrix, with N being the number of plane waves used in the 
expansion, and has the form 
Mk+G,k+G' = |k 4- G||k -I- G'|$k+G,k+G' 
and 
^k+G,k+G' — ^GG' — (/1.2) 
yk+G • Yk+G' -yk+G • Xk+G' 
-Xk+G • yk+G' Xk+G • Xk+G' 
Now consider the eigenvalue value problem corresponding to the inverse of the matrix 
M, we have 
^k+G,k+G' I _ / 
Ç |k-KG||k4.G1^^+°' (/L3) 
Multiplying both side by we get 
k' 
I? |k -h Gl|k -f- G'l ^ kiG,k+G^k+G' ^2 ^k+G (/1.4) 
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and specifically for the first row of this matrix equation, where G=0, we have 
fpk = —rV'k (^-5) W G'^0 
Taking the limit k 0, and noting that all but the first term on the left hand side 
goes to zero, we get 
.2 
k-*0 UJ^ 
k'^c 
^00 — [ini — Ce// (^-6) 
so that the effective dielectric constant is just the upper-left 2x2 sub-block of the 
matrix For scalar waves, 0=6"\ so that we have the trivial result $ôo = coo-
For vector waves, we may call the difference between and cqo "local field effects" 
in the same spirit that Wiser [15] and Adler [16] have discussed dielectric constants. 
The most time consuming part in Eq. (A.6) involves inverting a 2Nx2N matrix, 
while for Eq. (3.12) in the k = 0 limit, we need only to invert cil which is a 
NxN matrix. Eq. (3.12) is apparently more efficient. However, Eq. (A.6) offers us 
some extra flexibility. There are two ways to obtain : we can find the Fourier 
transform of the position dependent dielectric constant e{r) first and then obtain the 
inverse of the matrix or we can define the inverse function l/e(r) before we 
perform the Fourier transform to obtain the matrix the limit of large N, 
these two methods, which will be referred to as the inverse matrix and the inverse 
function method respectively, have to converge to the same result. For finite N, the 
results can be different, reflecting truncation errors. The rate of convergence to the 
"exact" results will be different for these two methods. For Eqs. (3.9) and (3.12) 
given in this article, corresponds to the inverse matrix method. The solution of 
Eq. (A.6) will give the same result as Eq. (3.9) if we use the inverse matrix method. 
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We found that structures that support full photonic band gaps always form 
percolating networks of the high dielectric constant materials and for these systems, 
the inverse matrix method converges much faster than the inverse function. Eq. 
(3.12) is clearly best suited for these structures. There are however some exceptions, 
particularly for isolated material spheres that are close to touching, where the inverse 
function method converges faster than the inverse matrix method [12]. Although Eq. 
(A.6) has to invert a matrix twice as large for a specified number of plane waves, there 
may be cases in which it can converge faster than Eq. (3.12) if the inverse function 
definition of is used. In figs. 3.7a and 3.7b, we plot the tejf vs. for a few 
situations we have considered, using both the closed-form E-field expression with the 
inverse matrix method (Eq. (3.12)) and Eq. (A.6) using the inverse function method. 
We note that for the case of air-spheres (Fig. 3.7b) the inverse matrix method (Eq. 
(3.12)) has much better convergence behavior than the inverse function method. For 
material spheres, the Eq. (3.12) converges faster than the inverse function method 
for overlapping material spheres. For isolated material spheres near touching, such as 
the simple cubic structure at 50% filling ratio (the lower curves in Fig. 3.7a) we see 
that the inverse function method converges faster. In these cases, it may be better to 
obtain the effective dielectric constant using Eq. (A.6). The results shown in Figs. 
3.1 and 3.2 are obtained by the extrapolation procedure as depicted in Figs. 3.7a 
and b. 
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Figure 3.1: The effective dielectric constant e.jj for the fee , sc and diamond struc­
tures composed of material spheres (dielectric constant e = 13) in air 
background as a function of the filling ratio / compared with the scalar 
and Maxwell-Garnett results. 
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Figure 3.2: The effective dielectric constant ecjj for the fee, sc and diamond struc­
tures composed of air spheres in dielectric background (dielectric con­
stant e = 13) as a function of the filling ratio / compared with the scalar 
and Maxwell-Garnett results. 
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Figure 3.3: The effective velocities and for material cylinders ( 32% material) and 
air cylinders (21% material) in the "3-cylinder" structure as a function 
of the propagation direction in the [111]-[10Ï] plane. 
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Figure 3.4: The maximum anisotropy An/n in the effective refractive index n = 
of a "3-cylinder" structure plotted as a function of the filling ratio / for 
both material and air cylinders for material of dielectric constant e = 7. 
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Figure 3.5: The maximum anisotropy An/n in the effective refractive index n = ^/i 
of a "3-cylinder" structure plotted as a function of the dielectric constant 
ratio for both material (32% material) and air cylinders (15% material). 
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Figure 3.6: The effective velocities in the z-y, z-x, and x-y planes for dielectric 
spheres (e = 13.0) in an orthorhombic 'biaxial' lattice with filling ratio 
/ = 0.436. 
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Figure 3.7: (a) The effective dielectric constant Ce// as a function of for ma­
terial spheres in air background, (b) The effective dielectric constant 
eeff as a function of for air spheres in dielectric background. 
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CHAPTER 4. A CLASS OF STRUCTURES EXHIBITING 
PHOTONIC BAND GAPS: THE A7 FAMILY 
Abstract 
The existence of photonic band gaps in several different 2D and 3D periodic 
structures has been demonstrated recently by various experimental and theoretical 
groups. Nevertheless, fabricating these structures in 3D in the micron length scale 
is still a difficult task. We are thus motivated to search for more structures that 
possess photonic band gaps. In doing so, we have made the interesting discovery 
that there is a whole class of structures with rhombohedral symmetry that possess 
sizable photonic gaps and, furthermore, this includes many of the previously known 
structures having photonic gaps. 
Introduction 
The search for photonic band gap structures is an ongoing one. The idea that 
light (or other classical waves) in ordered dielectric structures could be forbidden 
from propagating in certain energy ranges in analogy with electrons in crystals, was 
put forward several years ago [1]. Ever since the experimental demonstration [2] that 
the existence of such materials is a real possibility, the search has accelerated. Several 
structures have been shown [3,4,6-8], theoretically, to possess band gaps and some 
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have actually been fabricated experimentally [9,10] in the comparatively larger (com­
pared to the optical) microwave scale. The process of discovering these structures 
has been somewhat hit or miss. People have simply investigated all the common 
structures they could think of and some of them have proven to actually possess the 
desired gap. 
Some attempt has been made to develop common criteria to classify these struc­
tures. In fact, the fee lattice was the first to be investigated based on the contention 
that it had the most spherical Brilloiun zone and, therefore, the highest probability 
of possessing a complete (i.e. in all directions in k-space) photonic band gap. This 
criterion, however, has, on further study, been found to be inadequate. Instead, there 
is the emerging conviction that it is the connectivity of the structure that is really 
important. None of this, however, has led to the recognition of any common features 
that PBG materials must possess. The discovery of PBG materials has continued, as 
before, to be fairly random. 
In this climate, therefore, we have been pleased to find, instead of the expected 
handful of isolated structures, a whole class of structures (an infinite number in fact) 
all of which possess quite substantial photonic band gaps. This A7 (arsenic)[11] 
crystal structure has a rhombohedral unit cell with a basis of two atoms. By varying 
the two parameters, shear angle and basis separation, a whole series of structures can 
be generated. Table 1 lists some of the more well-known ones. The rhombohedral 
unit cell reduces to a cubic one when the shear angle is 60° and by changing the basis 
separation, it can be used to describe the simple cubic, diamond and fee lattices in 
several of which we have previously found photonic band gaps. 
The fact that A7 structures possess gaps for a wide range of parameters implies, 
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at the very least, that the photonic band gaps in these structures are quite stable with 
respect to parameter variations, i.e. even if one does not drill the holes at precisely 
35.26° with the normal for a 3-cylinder structure [9], one would still get a fairly large 
gap. 
Here we have studied a few of these AT structures where the lattice points are 
connected by circular material rods. It has been found from previous studies that such 
structures, where the dielectric material is connected throughout, are more favorable 
for gap formation. For a few of these cases, the inverse structures with air rods have 
also been considered. For both cases we have calculated the band gaps for a fixed 
dielectric constant ratio of 12.96 and a fixed material filling fraction of 0.2 which is 
close to the optimum filling fraction for the previously studied structures. We have 
done this using the same plane wave expansion method that we have used before[3-5]. 
Description of structures 
The three primitive translation vectors of the rhombohedral lattice are given by 
ai = ao{e,1,1} 
02 = ao{l,e,1} 
a3 = ao{l,l,e} (4.1) 
such that 
e = [1 — (1 + cosa — 2cos^ay^^]/cosa (4.2) 
where a is the shear angle, i.e. the angle between any two a,. The internal displace­
ment between the basis atoms is in the direction of the trigonal body diagonal. The 
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positions of the two basis atoms are, therefore, expressed in terms of the parameter 
u as 
d = ±u{ai + 02 + 03) (4.3) 
The reciprocal lattice of the a7 structure, like the direct lattice, is also rhombo-
hedral and is given by 
91 = ^^o{ —(1 + e), 1,1} 
92 = Fo{l, —(1 + e)) 1} 
53 = 5^0(1,1,-(1+e)} (4.4) 
where ^0 is determined by the condition 
The Brillouin zone is shown in Fig.4.1. The major symmetry points of the Brillouin 
zone are 
r = (0,0,0), A- = [0,5,il,i = 10,i,0],T = 
Vl' = [7,1 - 7, ^ 1, C = [^7 + i, 1 - 7, ^ 7 + i], K = [0, J - ^7, ^ 7 + i). 
where 7  =  (1  +  |e^)/(2 + e)^. 
In this paper we have calculated the band structure for a series of structures 
obtained by varying both a and u and connecting each lattice point to several neigh­
bors with circular rods. The cubic lattices are obtained when a = 60° so that e = 0. 
Some of these structures (simple cubic, fee, diamond) are ones that have been studied 
before. Of these, the diamond lattice (Fig.4.2a) with points connected to the four 
nearest neighbors exhibited the highest gap. We therefore decided to maintain the 
same coordination (i.e. the number of rods connected to each lattice point) and see 
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how the gap is affected when this structure is deformed by changing u or a. Thus 
the four-fold connection of the diamond structure is retained. With reference to the 
lattice point being connected, these four points are at the positions 2d ( the other 
lattice point of the two-fold basis) and a,- — d. 
These are not, in all cases, the nearest neighbors. In tables 2.and 3. we have 
given the distances of the first few nearest neighbors and underlined the ones that 
have been connected. For the diamond lattice all four bonds are of equal length, but 
for all the other structures only three of the bonds are of equal length. As u decreases, 
the fourth bond keeps getting smaller so that at u = 0 the two basis points coincide 
and the structure effectively becomes six- fold coordinated and identical to the 3-
cylinder structure [5] in which a gap has been observed. This structure does not have 
the full symmetry of the fee lattice (Fig.4.2b) since only 6 of the 12 nearest neighbors 
are connected. Similarly, the four-fold connected simple cubic lattice (Fig.4.2c) also 
does not have the full cubic symmetry. Graphitic layers (Fig.4.2d) are formed for 
any value of a when u = 1/6. For the graphitic layers, the three equal bonds lie 
in the hexagonal plane while the fourth bond is perpendicular to it. The distance 
between the layers decreases with increasing a. The bcc lattice is also a part of 
the AT family (for u = 0). For a = 109.5° ,we can see that e = — 1 and that the 
primitive translations a,- are reduced to the familiar bcc lattice vectors. In doing our 
calculations, we have taken a very small u = 0.00001 instead of u = 0 for the six-fold 
connected fee and bcc structures in order to be able to pick out only six of the 12(fcc) 
or 8(bcc) identical nearest neighbors. For the same reason we have taken u = 0.24999 
instead of u = 0.25 for the four-fold connected simple cubic lattice. 
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Results 
We studied all the previously known PBG structures that fit into the A7 scheme 
and also a few new ones such as the ones with graphitic planes and the simple cubic 
and bcc with lower connectivity. The density of states for some of the cases have 
been shown in Fig.4.3. For one of the cases, the graphitic planes, the complete band 
structure is show in Fig.4.4a. Since the plane wave method sometimes converges 
very slowly, we have used a relatively large number (1000) of plane waves to do 
our calculations. We checked the convergence for several cases and found it to be 
quite good for these structures. In Fig.4.4b we have included, for illustration, the 
convergence of the band gap for graphitic planes of both dielectric and air rods. The 
change in band gap, for both cases, is within a few percent for a range of 400 to 3000 
plane waves. In order to study the variation of the gap over the a — u parameter space, 
we first fixed a at 60° and studied the variation of the gap with changing u (Fig.4.5). 
The results for material and air rods agree with our previously calculated values for 
both the 3-cylinder [2] and the diamond structures [4]. All the intermediate structures 
possess sizable gaps. For the simple cubic lattice (u = 0.25) and structures close to 
it the natural coordination is 6-fold. We therefore looked at the 6-fold coordinated 
structures too for comparison. In general a larger gap is obtained with the 4-fold 
coordination than was obtained with the usual 6-fold connection between nearest 
neighbors. For air rods, however, the gap for the 6-fold connection actually becomes 
higher than that for the 4-fold at u = 0.25. For all the cases with four-fold connection 
the gap lies between bands 2 and 3. For the six-fold connected simple cubic lattice 
in the A7 scheme (a = 60°, u = 0.25), the gap lies between bands 4 and 5. That is 
simply a consequence of the fact that we have chosen an odd unit cell with a two-fold 
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basis to represent the simple cubic lattice. The magnitude and position of the gap, 
however, are the same as before. We can see from Fig.4.5 that the width of the gap 
for 4-fold coordination peaks at u=0.125 for diamond. For smaller values of u, the 
gap falls off much more slowly for air cylinders than for material cylinders, so that, at 
u = 0, the air cylinder structure has a significantly larger gap as has been previously 
observed. 
We also calculated the variation of the gap with the shear angle a for u=0,l/6,l/8 
and 1/4 (Fig.4.6 & 4.7). The gap falls off only gradually with changing shear angle 
(especially for angles greater than 60°) in all cases. The highest gap, however, is 
still that previously obtained for diamond at a = 60°. This may be related to the 
fact that the Brillouin zone is most spherical in the neighborhood of a = 60°. We 
made a rough check of this by calculating the distances from the F point to the 
major symmetry points. The difference between the largest and smallest distance is 
least for o; = 60°. The case of u = 0.00001 is really different from the other 4-fold 
connected structures since the basis separation is nearly zero and so it is effectively 
6-fold connected. It is obvious that for a = 90° this structure is identical to the 
6-fold connected simple cubic structure corresponding to a = 60° and u = 0.25. In 
fact, the u = 0.25 structures from a = 40° to 90° can be mapped on to the the 
u = 0.00001 structures from a = 70° to 110°. This is evident from both Figs. 4.6 
and 4.7. We also note from Fig.4.6 that in the case of u = 0.00001, the width of 
the gap breaks the general trend and rises to a smaller peak in the neighborhood 
of a = 110°. This corresponds to the 6-fold connected bcc structure. The 4-fold 
connected air rods (Fig.4.7) show behavior similar to the dielectric rods with the gap 
peaking at a = 60° and being much larger for u = 0.125 and 0.16667 than for the 
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other two cases. The range of a for which gaps exist is much smaller and no gaps 
are observed between the lower bands 2 and 3 beyond a = 80°. For the u = 0.00001 
case, however, there is a higher gap between bands 5 and 6 between a = 80° and 
a = 100°. This is reflected in the 6-fold connected u = 0.25 case between a = 50° 
and 70° for which a gap exists between bands 10 and 11. 
Conclusions 
Much more remains to be done in the study of AT structures. The existence 
of a whole class of periodic lattices possessing photonic band gaps provides us with 
the opportunity to investigate the general characteristics of such structures. A sys­
tematic study can lead to the understanding of the fundamental criteria leading to 
the formation of gaps - the relative importance of the overall symmetry and local 
connectivity, for instance. Some attempt has been made, in two dimensions [12], to 
delineate general criteria for gap formation by a study of the field patterns. This 
method would become too complicated in three dimensions. By looking at the con­
nectivity of the nodes ( a task which becomes quite difficult for the case of air cylinders 
where the shape of the leftover material is far from obvious) and how they change 
with the varying parameters in the A7 structures, we hope to be able to answer some 
general questions about gap-forming structures. For instance, one may be able to 
tell whether four-fold connectivity is more favorable for gap formation than six-fold 
connectivity. Our results seem to indicate that this may be the case. Also, it may 
be interesting to note that cubic structures (such as fee and bcc) for which no low-
lying gap was previously found are seen to exhibit gaps when the cubic symmetry is 
reduced (by a selective connection of neighbors) leaving a single three-fold axis. The 
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gap-forming hexagonal diamond structure, though not a member of the A7 family, 
also possesses a three-fold symmetry axis. In addition, the most favorable (for gap 
formation) two-dimensional structure has been found to have triangular symmetry 
[12]. 
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Table 4.1: Some familiar structures corresponding to different values of a and u 
shear angle a internal displacement u structure 
60 0 fee 
60 1/8 diamond 
60 1/4 simple cubic 
39.5 1/6 rhombohedral graphite 
54.17 0.26 arsenic 
anything 1/6 graphitic layers 
Table 4.2: Nearest neighbor distances for the various AT structures in units of 
Go-The number of neighbors at a particular distance is given within brack­
ets. The shear angle a is kept fixed. The neighbors which are connected 
are underlined. 
a u 
60 0.00001 6.9e-5(l) 1.41416(3) 1.41421(18) 1.41427(3) 
60 0.01 0.07(1) 1.36(3) 1.41(12) 1.42(6) 1.47(3) 
60 0.04 0.28(1) 1.20(3) 1.41(12) 1.44(6) 1.65(3) 
60 0.08 0.55(1) 1.01(3) 1.41(12) 1.52(6) 
60 0.12 0.83(1) 0.88(3) 1.41(12) 1.64(6) 
60 0.125 0.866(4) 1.41(12) 1.66(12) 
60 0.16667 0.82(3) 1.15(1) 1.41(15) 1.63(3) 
60 0.18 0.82(3) 1.25(1) 1.34(3) 1.41(12) 
60 0.24 0.96(3) 1.04(3) 1.41(12) 1.66(1) 
60 0.24999 0.99996(3) 1.00004(3) 1.41(12) 1.73198(1) 
60 0.25 1.0(6) 1.41(12) 1.732(8) 
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Table 4.3: Nearest neighbor distances for the various A7 structures in units of 
Go.The number of neighbors at a particular distance is given within brack­
ets. The shear angle a is varied for several values of the displacement 
parameter u. The underlined neighbors are connected. 
u a 
0.00001 50 7.5e-5(l) 1.202(12) 1.42208(3) 1.42215(6) 
0.00001 60 6.9e-5(l) 1.41416(3) 1.41421(18) 1.41427(3) 
0.00001 70 6.4e-5(l) 1.42252(3) 1.42257(6) 1.42261(3) 
0.00001 80 5.8e-5(l) 1.44940(3) 1.44944(6) 1.44948(3) 
0.00001 89.9 5.2e-5(l) 1.49931(3) 1.49935(6) 1.49938(3) 
0.00001 100 4.44e-5(l) 1.58623(3) 1.58625(6) 1.58627(3) 
0.125 50 0.760(3) 0.931(1) 1.202(6) 1.42215(6) 
0.125 60 0.866(4) 1.41(12) 
0.125 70 0.799(1) 0.979(3) 1.423(6) 1.6318(3) 
0.125 80 0.728(1) 1.103(3) 1.449(6) 1.622(3) 
0.125 8&9 0.650(1) 1.242(3) 1.499(6) 1.634(3) 
0.125 100 0.555(1) 1.415(3) 1.586(6) 1.665(1) 
0.16667 50 0.694(3) 1.202(6) 1.241(1) 1.388(3) 
0.16667 60 0.816(3) 1.155(1) 1.414(15) 1.633(12) 
0.16667 70 0.942(3) 1.066(1) 1.42255(3) 1.42257(6) 
0.16667 SO 0.971(1) 1.076(3) 1.44942(3) 1.44944(6) 
0.16667 89.9 0.867(1) 1.223(3) 1.49933(3) 1.49934(6) 
0.16667 100 0.740(1) 1.403(3) 1.480(1) 1.58624(3) 
0.24999 50 0.9310(3) 0.9311(3) . . . 1.8619(1) 
0.24999 60 0.99996(3) 1.00004(3) 1.4142(12) 1.73198(1) 
0.24999 70 1.08242(3) 1.08248(3) 1.4226(6) 1.5987(1) 
0.24999 80 1.18033(3) 1.18038(3) 1.4494(6) 1.4569(1) 
0.24999 89.9 1.29770(3) 1.29773(3) 1.30069(1) 1.30079(1) 
0.24999 100 1.1098(1) 1.1099(1) 1.45106(3) 1.45108(3) 
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Figure 4.1: Brillouin zone for the A7 structure 
70 
Figure 4.2: a. diamond lattice, b. 6-fold connected fee lattice, c. 4-fold connected 
simple cubic lattice, d. graphitic planes 
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Figure 4.2 (continued) 
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Figure 4.3: Density of states for material cylinders in a (a) 4-fold connected simple 
cubic structure (b)6-fold connected simple cubic structure (c) 6-fold 
connected bcc structure (d) graphitic planes. The dielectric constant 
ratio in all cases is 12.96 and the material filling fraction is 0.2. 
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Figure 4.3 (continued) 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Photonic band structure for graphitic planes composed of material 
cylinders with shear angle a = 60° and internal displacement u=l/6. (b) 
Convergence tests for the above case and the inverse structure composed 
of air cylinders. N is the number of plane waves used in the Fourier 
expansion. The dielectric constant ratio is 12.96 and the material filling 
fraction is 0.2 for both cases. 
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Figure 4.5: The relative size of the photonic gap for the A-7 structure with different 
values of the internal displacement u for a = 60°. Both dielectric rods 
in air and air cylinders in dielectrics are considered. The material filling 
ratio f=0.2, and the dielectric constant ratio is 12.96 in all cases. 
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Figure 4.6; The relative size of the photonic gap for the A-7 structure with different 
values of a for some selected values of the internal displacement u for 
dielectric rods with e= 12.96 and a filling ratio of 20 %. 
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Figure 4.7: The relative size of the photonic gap for the A-7 structure with different 
values of a for some selected values of the internal displacement u for 
air rods. The dielectric constant e= 12,96 and the material filling ratio 
is 20 %. 
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CHAPTER 5. PROPAGATION OF CLASSICAL WAVES IN 
RANDOM MEDIA 
A paper published in Physical Review B 
C. M. Soukoulis, S. Datta and E. N. Economou 
Abstract 
An extension of the well-known Coherent-Potential-Approximation (CPA) is de­
veloped for the study of various properties of random arrangements of spherical di­
electric scatterers. Some of the short range order is taken into account by considering 
a coated sphere as the basic scattering unit. A generalization of the transport energy 
velocity is obtained. The validity of our approach is checked by comparison with ex­
perimental results, as well as with numerical calculations. Results for the long wave­
length effective dielectric constant, phase velocity, energy transport velocity, mean 
free path and diffusion coefficient are presented and compared with experiments on 
scattering from dielectric spheres. In addition, our findings suggest that the positions 
of the band gaps in periodic dielectric structures are closely related with the range 
of localized states in random dielectric media. 
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Introduction 
In recent years, there has been growing interest in studies of the propagation of 
classical waves in random media [1]. While some of the features associated with weak 
localization, such as enhanced coherent backscattering, have been detected in light 
scattering experiments [1], the localization of electromagnetic waves or other classical 
waves in random systems has not been established beyond doubt. It is well known 
[1-3] that it is harder to localize classical waves, mainly due to the fact that at low 
frequency the effect of disorder tends to be wiped out for classical waves due to an 
factor, whereas electrons at low energy are trapped more effectively, even by a weak 
random potential. It has been suggested [2,3] that an intermediate frequency window 
(or windows) of localized states separates the low-frequency extended states charac­
terized by Rayleigh scattering from the high frequency extended states described by 
geometric optics. Theories based on the weak scattering limit and on the coherent 
potential approximation (CPA) predict frequency intervals within which localization 
should be observed [1,3-6]. These predictions are based on approximations which 
are uncontrollable; in Ref. 3, results based on a reliable numerical technique pro­
vide evidence supporting the existence of spectral regions of localized eigenstates, at 
least for scalar classical waves. However, there is no conclusive experimental evidence 
yet, although experiments by Genack and collaborators [7] provide some indications 
that light localization is possible. In addition, it was recently recognized [8] that 
considerable care is needed in interpreting low values of the diffusion coefficient in 
studies for the search of light localization. In particular, the Amsterdam group [8] 
presented experimental results for the diffusion coefficient D and the transport mean 
free path I. We want to stress that it is the transport mean free path, which is 
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defined as the length over which momentum transfer becomes uncorrected. This 
is different from the scattering mean free path it which describes the decay length 
of the single-particle Green's function and is easily calculated within the CPA. The 
transport mean free path involves an extra factor ( 1 — cos 6) in the calculation of the 
total cross section. Here we have assumed that (. % £t, and some preliminary results 
tend to confirm that i and it are not much different from each other. In any case, 
the Amsterdam group's results demonstrated that in the strongly scattering random 
dielectric medium, the low values of the diffusion coefficient D=U£;f(/3 were caused 
by extremely small values of the transport velocity, vg, and not by the small values 
of it, which signify strong localization. It is, therefore, possible that in a random 
medium the transport velocity can be much lower than the phase velocity, which is 
approximately equal to the velocity of light, c, divided by an appropriate average 
index of refraction. To explain this discrepancy, the Amsterdam group [8] presented 
a treatment of the transport velocity based on the low-density approximation of the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation. They argued that their approach confirmed the observed 
smallness of the transport velocity. However, Barabanenkor and Ozrin [9] as well 
as Kroha et al.[10] also developed a theory based on the low-density approximation 
of the Bethe- Salpeter equation, with a generalized Ward identity for scalar waves. 
Their conclusion was that the expression for the transport velocity was renormalized 
in the same way as the phase velocity. Thus, the question of the proper transport 
velocity, especially at high concentration of scatterers, remain open. In the present 
work we develop a generalization of the well-known CPA, which cohibined with the 
Amsterdam group approach produces results in reasonable agreement with the ex­
perimental observations. 
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The difficulty in localizing classical waves has led to suggestions of alternative 
pathways to localization. John [2] has proposed that classical localization may be 
more easily achieved for a weakly disordered system of almost periodically arranged 
dielectric structures in the frequency regime near a band gap. We can very reliably 
calculate the bands and gaps if the dielectric spheres form a periodic lattice. It is 
very plausible that a connection between the gaps in periodic systems and the ranges 
of localized states in a random system exist [11] at least for weak disorder and/or 
for a high concentration of dielectric spheres (approaching the close-packing limit). 
Indeed, in this case the regions of localized states (being at the tails inside the gaps) 
practically coincide with the positions of the gaps. It will be very interesting to check 
if the theoretical approximate approaches, even on the level of a generalized CPA, 
reproduce the above prediction as we move near the close- packing limit. 
In this paper, we present a simple approach that is based on an extension of the 
Amsterdam group method and on a generalization of the well-known CPA, appro­
priate for the case of high dielectric constant identical spheres placed randomly in a 
host of low dielectric constant. We take into account the short-range order induced 
by the spherical shape of the scatterers by considering a coated sphere as a scatter­
ing unit. The host coating thickness decreases as the concentration of the dielectric 
spheres increases. To calculate the macroscopic properties of the random system, 
the coated sphere is embedded in an effective medium with an effective dielectric 
constant, Cg. The quantity Cg is self-consistently determined by demanding that the 
average forward-scattering amplitude f(0) is equal to zero. Once the quantity Ce is 
determined, an effective propagation constant q=(€e)^/^w/c is defined, where c is 
the velocity of light, and, therefore, one can immediately find the mean free path 
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^=0.5/Im(q), the renormalized wave vector k = Re(q), and other effective macro­
scopic properties of the random system. The validity of this approach is verified by 
comparison with experimental results, as well as with numerical calculations. The 
coated CPA results for the mean free path, phase velocity, and diffusion coefficient 
are in reasonable agreement with experiments. We want to caution the reader that 
the phase velocity obtained from our new developed coated CPA does not, in gen­
eral, coincide with the energy transport velocity. Our CPA calculates the average 
Green's function < G > and not < GG >, which is related with transport properties. 
However, there is no reliable transport theory for < GG > in the high concentration 
limit, where most of the experiments are done. For lack of any better theories, in the 
present paper we have developed a combination of the coated CPA with the energy 
transport theory of Lagendijk et al. [8]. This new theory reduces to that of La-
gendijk et al.[8] in low concentration and seems to be consistent with experiment in 
high concentration. The mobility edge trajectory which is obtained by employing the 
potential well analogy (PWA) [12] together with the coated CPA [12] agrees reason­
ably well with the positions of the band gaps in the periodic dielectric structures, in 
spite of the fact that the comparison is made for high concentration where our CPA 
is less accurate. In addition, different definitions of the velocity of light in random 
media will be introduced, and compared with experiments. The energy transport 
velocity introduced by the Amsterdam group [8] the effective phase velocity derived 
by the coated CPA, the phase velocity derived [4] from the Green's function and the 
energy velocity based on the combination of coated CPA and the Amsterdam group 
method will be compared with each other and with experiment. 
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Model and methods of calculation 
For our studies we consider a composite medium consisting of two lossless mate­
rials, with dielectric constants ci and £2- Our composite medium is assumed to consist 
of spheres with diameter, d=2R and dielectric constant £2 randomly placed within 
the host material with dielectric constant ej. We will only consider cases where ci and 
£2 are real and positive, i.e., cases where there is no absorption and free propagation 
exists for each of the two components. The random medium is characterized also by 
f, the volume fraction occupied by the spheres and, of course, the ratio /x = £2/^1 of 
the two dielectric constants. We take £2 > £1 and non overlapping spheres (except in 
Fig. 5.1, where we show also results for the case of £% > £2 and overlapping spheres). 
It should be emphasized that the shape of the scatterers (e.g., sphere vs cube) may 
play an important role. The spheres do not form an infinitely connected channel 
even for the high volume fraction f, while a completely random mixture of cubes (or 
another flat surface shape) may easily form an infinitely connected channel. It must 
be pointed out that it is the persistence of the dominant role of the single scatterer 
even for high f that makes our CPA approach more reliable. 
We consider first the propagation of classical waves in a random medium de­
scribed by the wave equation for the scalar field tp 
(5.1a) 
+ '^e{r)ip = 0. (5.1b) 
The corresponding equations for the electronic case are 
. 0. (5.2a) 
+-^ {E - V{f))i; = 0. (5.2b) 
In the time domain, the electronic (Eq. (5.2a)) and the classical wave (Eq. (5.1a)) 
equations are not equivalent; as a result, time dependent processes such as the dif­
fusion of an initially localized pulse cannot be carried over from the electronic to 
the classical wave case without further analysis [8-10]. On the other hand, in the 
frequency domain the two equations (Eq. (5.1b) and (5.2b)) are equivalent [3]. Since 
e{f) is positively definite and >0, it follows immediately that E>Vmar for the 
corresponding electronic problem. This means that the classical wave problem is 
mapped onto the electronic problem for an energy larger than the maximum value 
of the potential. The gaps in the classical wave problem are equivalent to gaps for 
E>Vmar» i.e., in the classically unbounded regime for the electronic problem. The 
existence of gaps in this region of energy for 3D periodic systems is not a priori guar­
anteed. As a matter of fact, only under rather extreme conditions, gaps above Ymax 
appear [3,13,14]. In Fig. 5.1a, we plot the threshold value of the dielectric constant 
ratio fi = 62/61 for the creation of a gap for the diamond lattice, as a function of the 
filling ratio f. Notice that for very small values of f and large values of f, no gap exists 
for any value of the dielectric constant ratio. In Fig. 5.1b, we plot the results of the 
threshold values of n versus f, for the case of electromagnetic waves and again for 
the diamond lattice. Notice that in the EM wave case, the optimum f is around 0.40, 
higher than the f of the classical case (see Fig. 5.1a) which is 0.15. The corresponding 
minimum values of n are very close to 4 for both cases. 
The theory of wave propagation in a 3D weakly random medium is based on 
the implicit assumption that disorder modifies the phase of the unperturbed wave 
function. The periodic wave vector ko is renormalized to k and at the same time 
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gains an imaginary part i/2£, where i is the phase coherence length or scattering 
mean free path, i.e., ko —> k +i/2£. As long as k£ >•!, the effect of disorder on 
the amplitude of the unperturbed wave function is negligible, thus justifying the 
traditional approach which ignores any amplitude fluctuations. However, as the dis­
order becomes stronger, i.e., as kf approaches unity, amplitude fluctuations of ever 
increasing magnitude and extent, start developing. As we enter the localized region, 
the wave still has large amplitude fluctuations but, in addition, its amplitude decays 
exponentially on the average for large distances as exp [-r/A], thus defining the lo­
calization length A. Many versions of an approximate theory have been developed 
which express the amplitude related quantities, with phase-related quantities k and 
& Probably the most accurate among them is the so-called potential well analogy 
(PWA) [12] which connects the self-consistent theory of localization to the problem 
of finding a bound state in a potential well. For example, the amplitude fluctuations 
of the wave function in the random system correspond to the scattering length of the 
scattering solution and the localization length corresponds to the decay length of the 
bound solution in the potential well. So the approximate PWA technique requires 
as inputs, the renormalized wave vector k and the mean free path £. A very efficient 
way to obtain both k and £ is the so-called coherent potential approximation (CPA). 
The CPA introduces a yet undetermined effective medium, characterized by an effec­
tive complex frequency-dependent dielectric constant Cg or equivalently an effective 
propagation constant q, such that 
q  =  C e )  =  k  +  i / 2 £  (5.3) 
the quantity q (or €e) is determined by the condition that the resulting scattering, 
when a spherical region of the effective medium is replaced by the true random 
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medium, be equal to zero on the average. To implement this general idea, we consider 
the homogeneous effective medium (dotted region in Fig. 5.2) as made up of identical 
non-overlapping, space filling Wigner-Seitz cells of fee structure. The volume of each 
cell equals Vp = z^V, where V=47ri?^/3 is the volume of the sphere of the high 
dielectric material presented as a black sphere in Fig. 5.2 (R is taken as the unit 
of length). Within each cell, we take into account two scattering configurations as 
shown in Fig. 5.2. The first one consists of a black sphere placed at the center of the 
cell and is surrounded by a spherical region of low dielectric material (white region 
in Fig. 5.2), the outer radius is Rj and its volume is V,-V. This white coating takes 
into account approximately the fact that as a result of the spherical shape of the 
scatterers there is host material around each black sphere even at very high volume 
fractions (i.e., for f<0.6). The other configuration simulates the case where at the 
center of the cell is the host material surrounded by the neighboring black spheres; 
for simplicity the rather irregular shape of this piece of host material is replaced by 
a sphere of radius R^ and volume V^. The probability of each configuration and 
the radii R, and R^ depend on f and on z. In previous studies [3,4,12] we and other 
authors have considered as basic scattering units, a solid sphere with probability f and 
a white sphere of equal radius with probability 1-f. This previous choice, which treats 
the black and white regions equally, neglects the basic topological and geometrical 
difference between the spheres and the host material. In particular for high f, the 
white sphere is not only less probable but its radius is smaller than the radius of 
the solid sphere. Obviously the coated solid sphere, as well as the white sphere with 
a different radius, approximates much better the real random system of dielectric 
systems. To calculate the effective dielectric constant Cg or the effective propagation 
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constant q, we require that <f(0)>=0, where <f(0)> is the average forward-scattering 
amplitude. In particular, for the coated CPA we must satisfy the following condition 
Pi/i(0) + ^ 2/2(0) = 0, (5.4) 
where pi and fi(0) are the probability and the forward-scattering amplitude of the 
first configuration of a single-coated sphere embedded in the effective medium with 
dielectric constant Cg; p2 and [3(0) are the corresponding quantities for the white 
sphere (host material), the basic scattering unit. We must determine the quantities 
P11P2, RS, RVI and z. Obviously piV is proportional to f, pi (V,- V) + P2K, is propor­
tional to 1-f (with the same proportionality constant), and pi-i-p2=l. Thus pi=fV^/V, 
P2=(l-fVa/V)y/%,, where V = piVj -1-P2K. and ^ • The volume can 
be taken as equal to Vp/(n'-t-l), where n' is the average number of black spheres 
within the volume Vp around the central one. The quantity n' is proportional to f 
and to the available volume Vp-V, i.e., n'=af(z^-l). The proportionality constant, a, 
can be determined by the requirement that in the close-packed limit (f=0.74) and 
for z=3, n/ %:12. Such a requirement leads to a value of a less than unity, which 
does not guarantee that p2 > 0. To avoid this problem, we chose a=l; thus, the 
resulting expression for V, is V3=Vz^/[/(2^-l)-t-l]. The quantity can be taken 
equal to Vp-n"%, where n", the average number of spheres within the volume Vp, 
is proportional to the available volume Vp/V and to the volume fraction f with the 
proportionality constant taken, as before, equal to one. Thus, Vv = ^^(V-fVj). With 
the choices we have made, the result depends on the free parameter z. We fixed the 
value of z by fitting our results to the f—>0 case for which exact results are available. 
We found that z=1.65 reproduced very accurately the exact results for all frequencies 
we tested. In Fig. 5.3, we plot the radius R, of the coated sphere and the radius Ri, 
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of the host sphere versus the volume fraction f of the high dielectric material. Notice 
that as f—>0, R^, as well as R^, approach the value of zR, where R is the radius of the 
high dielectric constant sphere, which is taken to be equal to one. As f approaches 
the fee close packing of 74%, we have that R,=1.078R and Rt,=0.688R, which are 
close to the corresponding values Ra=1.086R and Rt,=0.414R of the close-packed fee 
lattice. This is one requirement we had to satisfy, and the choice of z=1.65 gave 
a reasonable agreement. As we mentioned before in Eq. (5.4), fi(0) and f2(0) are 
the forward-scattering amplitude of the coated solid sphere and of the host sphere, 
respectively. The forward-scattering amplitude of either a coated sphere or a host 
sphere is given by 
i  °°  
= + + (5.5) 
(=1 
where q=^y^ is the wave vector in the effective medium and a^ and bf are given 
in Ref. 15 for both the coated sphere as well as the single sphere. In addition, the 
self-energy S is given (to first order in the concentration) by 
S = —47rn/(0), (5.6) 
where n is the number density (i.e., concentration) of the particular type of scatterer. 
In addition, we also have that the total scattering cross-section a is equal to 
(T =  ATTlmf{0)fq =—Im'St lq  n .  (5.7) 
Before we discuss the solution of the coated CPA (Eq. (5.4)), we want to make some 
comments concerning results that one can obtain in the low concentration limit. 
Usually perturbation theory is inadequate in the region of strong scattering. The 
standard way to go beyond perturbation theory is to treat each scattering center 
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independently of all the others and then simply add the effects (complete omission 
of the multiscattering processes). Under this assumption, the scattering mean free 
path £ is given by 
i  = Ijncr  = —q/ImT, ,  (5.8) 
where i is given in units of the radius R of the scattering sphere. In addition, the 
phase velocity is given [4,8] by 
Vph = cyJl + ReËJq^ (5.9a) 
which for small values of Re2/can be written as 
Vph = , (5.9b) 
•Jl  -  AeS/f 
Recently, the Amsterdam group [8] has suggested that the correct transport velocity 
that must enter into the diffusion equation is the energy transport velocity, ug. The 
expression for ve given by Eqs. (28) and (29) in Ref. 8. The important point made 
by them is that ve is always less than the velocity of light, which is not true for 
either the phase velocity or the group velocity, especially close to the Mie resonances 
of a finite single scatterer. We will later present results for both Vph. and vei together 
with the effective velocities obtained from the new developed coated CPA. 
Results and discussion 
To solve Eq. (5.4), i.e., the equation <f(0)> = 0 or equivalently <E> = 0, we 
transform it into an iterative equation of the form qn+i = qn + i4<S>, where n is the 
order of iteration and A is chosen using the weak scattering limit and demanding as 
good a convergence as possible. We have used A = - 3/87rqn. After a successful con­
vergence of q, which implies <f(0)>=0 or <S>=0, the mean free path £=0.5/Im(q), 
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the renormalization wave vector k=Re(q), the dimensionless localization parameter 
k£, and the effective phase velocity v = w/k are determined. In the PWA formalism 
[12] there is a mobility edge, separating extended states from localized states when 
k^ ~0.84. As mentioned before, the free parameter z in our coated CPA theory was 
chosen in such a way that our coated CPA gives the same value of the mean free 
path £ as the weak scattering expression given by Eq. (5.8) for very low values of f. 
Indeed, the choice of z = 1.65 in the coated CPA gave mean free paths in excellent 
agreement with the weak scattering expression, for different values of the incident 
frequency. In addition, the choice of z = 1.65 gave an excellent agreement (between 
the coated CPA results and the band structure results) for the long wavelength effec­
tive dielectric constant Cg for all values of f. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5.4 where 
we plot the long wavelength effective dielectric constant versus the filling ratio f for 
the band structure results [16] of fee lattice of dielectric spheres of dielectric constant 
of 13 embedded in a medium with the dielectric constant equal to one. Notice that 
our coated CPA results (solid triangles) agree extremely well with the very accurate 
fee results (solid circles) all the way to f~0.74, which is the close packing concentra­
tion. This is impressive, because the coated CPA is expected to be inaccurate for 
f>0.64 (the random close-packed limit) and completely inapplicable for f>0.74 (the 
fee close-packed limit). Our coated CPA results are in reasonably good agreement 
with the Maxwell-Garnett theory which is given by 
where ei is the dielectric constant of the background and €2 is the dielectric constant 
of the spherical scattering centers. In Fig. 5.4, the Maxwell-Garnett theory (MG- 1, 
open circles) denotes the case where ei = l, £2=13 and f is the concentration of the 62 
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material. Just for comparison, we also present in Fig. 5.4 the Maxwell-Garnett theory 
(MG-2, crosses) of 62=1 and ei=13 with f now the concentration of the 6% material. 
Only for high values of f does the MG-2 theory agree with the fee numerical results. 
In Fig. 5.4 we also present the results of the scalar theory, where Cg = fe2 + (1-f) Ci, 
with ei = l and 62=13, which is much higher than the numerical results and all the 
other theories. In order to reinforce the point that the coated CPA is a substantial 
improvement over the weak scattering limit or previous CPA's [3,4,12], where the 
geometry was not treated properly, we have also plotted in Fig. 5.4 results for Cg 
within the weak scattering limit (solid x), and within the conventional CPA (solid 
star). The long wavelength limit for the effective dielectric constant in the weak 
scattering limit is given by 
= + (5.11) 
where ei = l and £2=13 and f is the concentration of the €2 material. As far as the 
conventional CPA (or the effective medium theory), Cg is given by solving the following 
equation 
The agreement of the coated CPA with the fee numerical results is clearly seen in 
Fig. 5.4 and this agreement is also consistent with a value of z = 1.65. Finally, we 
want to point out that all the theories agree between themselves as well as with the 
numerical results for low values of filling ratio f. This is expected, since the weak 
scattering limit theory and its CPA extensions coincide in the limit f—>0 as can be 
seen by comparing Eq. (5.10) with Eq. (5.11). 
As another check of the coated CPA, we present results for the experimental 
situation studied by the Amsterdam group [8]. Their experiments [8] involved the 
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multiple scattering of light of wavelength A=633nm from Ti02 particles with average 
radius R=110nm, an index of refraction \/e2=2.73 and a volume fraction of 36%. 
An accurate comparison [8] between time-resolved and steady-state measurements 
concluded that the transport mean free path was £t=0.57±0.05/im so Mt ~5.6 and 
the diffusion speed of light, ve = (5d:l)10^ ms~^ = (0.17±0.03)c. This is indeed a 
very small value for the effective velocity for the propagation of EM waves in random 
dielectric spheres. Their measured diffusion constant is D=U£;£(/3=11.7m^s~^. In 
Fig. 5.5a, we present the results for the phase velocity (given by Eq. 5.9b) the energy 
transport velocity, ve, is given by Eqs. (28) and (29) of ref. 8, and the coated CPA 
results for the effective phase velocity, ucP/i, and the CPA energy velocity v'e- The 
CPA phase velocity is defined as w/k (see Eq. (5.3)). The CPA energy velocity, 
v 'e ,  is obtained by extending the Amsterdam group [8] approach for calculating ve 
the following way. We are using the coated CPA to calculate a frequency dependent 
effective dielectric function for each f. We then use the energy velocity expression of 
Lagendijk et al.[8] to calculate v'e with the outside medium having our CPA effective 
dielectric function Cg (which is frequency dependent) instead of Couta = 1 as in the 
Ve calculation. This approach for low f gives a Ug, which completely agrees with 
Lagendijk's formula (see Fig. 5.11) since €e is very close to unity for this case. 
As f increases the Ce gets larger than one and in addition develops some frequency 
dependence. For f=0.60 the v'e calculated this way shows very little structure in 
agreement with experiment and our coated CPA velocity. We feel that this is a 
reasonable method to treat the difficult regime of transport properties in the high 
concentration limit as a function d/A,-, for the experimental situation described above, 
d is the diameter of the dielectric sphere and A, = 27rc/w\/62 is the wavelength inside 
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the sphere. We choose to present our results this way, since strong Mie resonances 
appear in the total scattering cross-section from the isolated sphere and in the limit 
62/(1 —» 00, when d/A,- = (n+l)/2, with n=l,2,3... for the vector case and n=0,l, 2, 
3,... for the scalar case. Notice that both the phase velocity and the energy transport 
velocity give a lot of structure, especially close to the Mie resonances. This is expected 
because both of these quantities were calculated [8] within a theory valid for the low 
concentration limit, i.e., for just one isolated dielectric scatterer. It is expected that 
the omitted multiple scattering would smoothen out the strong fluctuations shown 
in Fig. 5.5a [8]. The phase velocity calculated by the formulae given in Eqs. (5.6) 
and (5.9a) give unphysical values, i.e., Vph >c especially close to the isolated Mie 
resonances. The energy transport velocity ve differs considerably from the phase 
energy and is always lower than Up/,, but has a lot of spurious structure due to its 
calculation procedures which are based on scattering from a single isolated scatterer. 
The coated CPA, which is a self-consistent approximation, gives results which do not 
show large fluctuations in either phase velocity {VCPA) or in the energy velocity (ug) 
a function of d/A,-. As seen in Fig. 5.5a, the values of the CPA velocities are clearly 
lower than Vph with the Ug being lower and closer to ve- In Fig. 5.5b, we present the 
results of the mean free path t normalized to the radius R of the dielectric spheres 
versus d/A,- for the low concentration limit (see Eq. (5.8)) and for the coated CPA. 
Notice that the CPA mean free path does not have any strong structure for this case 
of 36% filling ratio, in contrast to the case of the low concentration based £. For 
low values of d/A,-, i.e., low values of w both mean free paths behave as l/w"^, as 
expected from Rayleigh scattering. To compare our results with experiments [8] note 
that for d/A,- % 0.95 we have from Fig. 5.5a that ve «0.14C and v'^ %0.39c while 
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the Amsterdam's group deduction for ve is (0.17 ± 0.03)c. The scattering mean 
free path £ according to our CPA is ^ % 3R to be compared with a transport mean 
free path, it, estimated experimentally [8] to be (5.2 ± 0.5)R. Our theoretical value 
for the formula equals to 12.9 in rather good agreement with the 
experimental value of 11.7m^s~^ 
To further check the coated CPA we compare it with recent experiments of 
Genack and his collaborators [17]. In their first experiment, they have measured the 
frequency dependence of microwave propagation in a sample of 1/2-in. polystyrene 
spheres with index of refraction 1.59 and filling ratio of 56%. Their experimental 
results are presented in Fig. 5.6, where the frequency dependence of the diffusion 
constant, transport velocity, and mean free path are shown. The relation between 
the experimental frequency u and d/A,- is, in this case, i/(GHz)~15(d/A,). Since the 
experiments were done in the frequency range of 18 to 24 GHz, this means d/A, is 
in the range from 1.2 to 1.8, which is around the second Mie resonance of the isolate 
sphere with index of refraction equal to 1.59 and radius R=0.64cm. In Fig. 5.7a, 
we present the theoretical results for the Vph, ve, v'e and vcpa versus d/A,-, while 
in Fig. 5.7b, we present the results for the mean free path calculated within the 
coated CPA (solid spheres) and within the weak scattering limit. Notice in Fig. 5.7a 
that again ve has relatively large structures close to the isolated Mie resonances, 
but not as strong as in the previous case of Fig. 5.5a, since in this case the index of 
refraction for polystyrene is much lower. By comparing the experimental results for 
the transport velocity (Fig. 5.6) with the theoretical results (Fig. 5.7), one can clearly 
see that in this case the coated CPA, v'e, gives results in rather good agreement with 
experiments. For the entire frequency range of 18-24GHz (or equivalently d/A, = 1.2-
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1.8), the experimental transport velocity does not have any strong structure and is 
roughly equal to (0.6 - 0.8)c in agreement with the coated CPA v'^, which is about 
0.65c. However, v'g is flatter than the experimental one. As far as the comparison 
of the experimental mean free path (Fig. 5.6) and the coated CPA path (Fig. 5.7b), 
there is indeed a semiquantitative agreement for v > 19GHz (or d/A,- >1.27) but the 
experimental drop in low frequencies is very difficult to understand theoretically. A 
close examination of the experimental data for the mean free path shows that £=4R 
for d/A, = 1.7 (or u = 26GHz) and monotonically increase to i ~11R at d/A, = 1.27 
(or i/=19GHz). The corresponding theoretical results are £ ~2.5R and i ~5R for 
the two frequencies, i.e., a factor of two lower than the experiment. We believe this 
discrepancy is due to the fact that the filling ratio is high (f~0.56), almost close 
packing and in this case we have strong short range order. This order is responsible 
for the high values of £ in the experiment. While the coated CPA takes some of the 
short range into account, still it is an effective medium theory and does not have the 
capability of predicting that at filling ratios f close to the close packing £ might indeed 
become very large. To simulate this behavior, we multiplied the imaginary part of 
the self-energy by the factor [l-(f/0.64)] as we iterate the self-consistent equation (Eq. 
(5.4)) to derive the effective dielectric constant. This extra factor, by construction, 
gives that i will go to infinity, i.e., we have extended states as we approach the 
random close packing of f~64%. The results presented in Fig. 5.7b for ^ within the 
coated CPA were calculated with this extra factor in. As we discussed before, there 
is indeed a quantitative discrepancy between theory and experiment, but the trend 
is similar. 
In their second experiment [17], Genack et al. measured the frequency depen­
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dence of microwave propagation in a sample of a mixture of nearly spherical, 3/8-in. 
solid alumina and hollow polypropylene spheres of the same diameter. The index of 
refraction of the solid alumina spheres is 3.0. By varying the volume fraction f of 
alumina spheres, it is possible to find the optimum values of f and frequency at which 
the strongest scattering occurs. Their experimental results are presented in Fig. 5.8, 
where the frequency dependence of the diffusion coefficient for various filling fractions 
f of alumina spheres is shown. The relation between the experimental frequency i/ 
and d/A,- is, in this case, i/(GHz)=10(d/A,). Since the experiments were done in the 
frequency range of 18 to 24 GHz, this means that d/A,- ranges from 1.8 to 2.6, which 
spans the region around the second and the third Mie resonances. Notice that the 
diffusion constant D has a strong frequency dependence for both f=0.15 and f=0.30. 
The maximum of D are very close to the Mie resonances of the isolated sphere, which 
are at 20 and 25 GHz. However, for f=0.60, D is nearly independent of frequency, 
indicating the breakdown of the low concentration limit, which assumes that the di­
electric scatterers are independent. In Fig. 5.9, we present the coated CPA results 
for the diffusion coefficient D. D was calculated using the formula T)=VgCf3, where 
both Ug and i were calculated within the coated CPA theory. Notice that indeed the 
coated CPA results give results for D that agree only qualitatively with experiment. 
There is strong structure in D for f=0.15, as expected from an independent scatterer 
model which is applicable for low f. As f increases, f=0.30, there is also structure in 
D but by f=0.60, there is almost no frequency dependence in D, for the experimental 
frequency range which spans from d/A,=1.8 to 2.6. 
In Fig. 5.10, we present the frequency dependence of the phase velocity, vcpa^ 
for various filling ratios f of alumina spheres calculated within the coated CPA. Notice 
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there is strong structure in the V C P A  for f=0.15 and values higher than c, while the 
CPA velocities for f=0.30 and, in particular, for f=0.60 show little or no structure, 
as d/A,- varies and vcpa stays below c. We also present in Fig. 5.11, the frequency 
dependence of the energy transport velocity, ve [8], for the three different filling ratios. 
Notice that the energy transport velocity is always less than c, even for the case of 
f=0.15 in contrast to the VCPA result. In addition, there is very strong structure in 
Ve for all the filling ratios, and sometimes the value of ve can be as low as 0.05c. We 
want to point out again that the structure seen in the energy transport velocity even 
for f=0.60 is due to the independent scattering limit that was used in calculating 
Ve- Clearly the coated CPA does not have any of these limitations, especially for 
f=0.60. For comparison we present in Fig. 5.12 results for our CPA extension of 
the energy transport velocity, v 'e- We see that for low concentration (f=:0.15),  v 'e 
almost coincides with ve as expected. But for higher concentration, v'^, while always 
remaining less than c is much smoother than ve with values lower than vcpa but 
on the average higher than ve- It would be interesting to have additional careful 
measurements of the frequency dependence of the transport velocity for the 60% case 
of alumina spheres to see if there is any structure in the transport velocity. 
As a final check of our coated CPA, we calculated the mobility edge trajectory 
for the scalar as well as the vector EM wave equation in 3D. In Fig. 5.13, we present 
the results for the vector case, where the threshold value of the dielectric constant 
ratio fi is shown as a function of f. Comparing Figs. 5.1b and 5.13, notice there is 
qualitative agreement between the positions of the band gaps (Fig. 5.1b) and the 
location of the mobility edge trajectory (Fig. 5.13). Probably the threshold value of 
£2/^1 is overestimated by the coated CPA at least for high f, in spite of the fact that 
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for relatively low Cg/ei the value of i is underestimated. We think the reason for this 
possible overestimation at large f is that the strong order induced in the system as 
the close-packing limit is approached is not properly incorporated in our CPA. As 
a result, the strong reduction in the density of states (which favors localization) is 
missing. On the other hand, the simple CPA, in spite of its complete omission of 
the short range order, overestimates the randomness so strongly that may produce 
threshold values of 62close to reality for 0.5< / <0.7. In conclusion, on the basis 
of the above arguments, we expect that the coated CPA is closer to reality for f<0.3, 
while the simple CPA may be more realistic for 0.5< / <0.7. 
Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented an extension of the well-known CPA, where the 
basic scattering units are a coated sphere and a host material sphere embedded in 
an effective dielectric medium. This newly developed coated CPA takes into account 
some of the short range order present in the random system under consideration, 
which is a random arrangement of dielectric spheres in a host background. Within 
our CPA, we have developed an extension of the Amsterdam group approach for 
calculating the energy transport velocity. The validity of our approach is favorably 
tested by its agreement with experimental results as well as with numerical calcula­
tions of the long wavelength dielectric constant and the mobility edge trajectory. The 
results obtained, especially in the frequency regime where the wavelength is compa­
rable to the size of the dielectric scattering units, show very interesting new behavior. 
The coated CPA is definitely an improvement over previous CPA's, but we want also 
to point out that it is also based on performing the average over only two scattering 
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units. Therefore, its applicability in finding the mobility edge trajectories must be 
treated with caution. Possible improvements of our CPA may include a better choice 
of the Ra and R^, radii vs f and possibly some vertex corrections to the effective trans­
port velocity v'^ and mean free path êt. The PWA used together with coated CPA in 
predicting the localization properties has been thoroughly tested only for electronic 
waves and its extension for classical, and especially EM, waves is a topic for further 
investigation. 
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Figure 5.1: The threshold value of the dielectric constant ratio /i=e2/ci for the open­
ing of the first band gap is plotted as a function of the filling ratio f of 
dielectric spheres arranged in a diamond lattice. The dielectric constant 
of the spheres is c; and the host ej (material case) or vice versa (air case 
of overlapping spheres). The (a) case is for scalar waves, while (b) is for 
electromagnetic waves. 
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Figure 5.2: A typical configuration of the random system. The solid spheres of ra­
dius R=l, are the scattering centers, their volume fraction is f. There 
are two types of scattering units, a coated solid sphere of radius Rs > R 
and a host material sphere of radius Rv. The dotted region is the effec­
tive medium with a yet undetermined dielectric constant. 
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Figure 5.3: The dependence of the radius R, and R^ on the filling ratio f. 
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Figure 5.4: The long wavelength dielectric constant for sphere with dielectric con­
stant e =13 in a host of ei = 1 as a function of the sphere filling ratio 
f. Results of the newly developed coated CPA are compared with the 
Maxwell-Garnett (MG-1), scalar, conventional CPA, and weak scatter­
ing results as well as numerical data based on periodic fee structures. 
MG-2 is the Maxwell-Garnett approach for spheres of dielectric constant 
62 = 1 in a host of e\ = 13. 
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circles give the results within the low concentration limit theory. 
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and mean free path for a sample of 1/2-in. polystyrene spheres with 
index of refraction 1.59 and filling ratio of 59% (experiments by A. Z. 
Genack et al. [17]). 
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3.0 for different values of filling ratios. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
This thesis deals with different aspects of classical wave propagation in composite 
media. The plane wave expansion method has been used to study periodic media and 
the coherent potential approximation (CPA) method has been used to study randon 
media. The two methods are complementary in some ways. The plane wave method 
that we have used for band structure calculations is an approximation in the sense 
that the infinite series is truncated at some point. By eliminating the higher wave 
vectors in the expansion, one effectively blurs the finer local details of the scattering 
structures while rigorously maintaining the overall periodicity of the system. The 
CPA, on the other hand, is based on scattering from a single object. In calculating 
the single scattering coefficients for an object ( a sphere, coated sphere or cylinder 
as the case may be) the computations are done by rigidly applying the boundary 
conditions and taking the exact shape of the scatterer into account while the rest of 
the medium is dealt with in an average way. Thus each of the two methods provides 
what the other lacks. A two-pronged approach, therefore, can, in some cases, provide 
considerable insight. 
In the first paper (chapter 2) we have attempted to find out how much one 
can infer about band and gap formation in a periodic array of spheres from the 
information obtainable by studying scattering from a single sphere. We found that 
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for scalar waves there is a clear correspondence between the positions of the gaps in 
a periodic structure and the Mie resonances of a single sphere. This is not so for 
vector waves. However, in both cases, one can get a qualitative idea of the minimum 
dielectric contrast necessary for a gap to exist. The fact that there is any connection 
at all lends weight to the potentially useful analogy between the Mie resonances of 
an isolated scatterer and the energy levels of an isolated atom. 
In chapter 3 we have used the plane wave expansion method to calculate the 
effective dielectric constant in the long wavelength limit for different periodic arrays 
of spheres. Even though the probing wavelength is on a scale much larger than 
the inhomogeneity, we find that for electromagnetic waves the microgeometry of the 
medium is important in determining the effective dielectric constant which is always 
smaller than the average scalar value. The single scatterer based Maxwell-Garnett 
formula very accurately reproduces this feature at lower filling fractions. We also 
observed uniaxial and biaxial behaviour in structures with less symmetry than the 
cubic. The anisotropy can be made quite large by optimising the parameters. 
The enormous potential for application and difficulty in fabrication has kept 
alive the search for new photonic band gap structures. No clear connection has been 
shown so far between the different structures exhibiting gaps. In chapter 4 we show 
that almost all the previously known photonic band gap structures belong to AT 
rhombohedral lattice family characterized by two parameters - the shear angle and 
basis separation. We looked at structures where each lattice point is connected to 
several others by cylindrical rods and found gaps over a wide range of these two 
parameters. As a result, we not only have a large number of new gap creating 
structures, we also have the opportunity to study their common features. We found 
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that a lower coordination number ( number of rods connecting each lattice point) is 
more favourable to gap formation. 
In chapter 5 we study a random distribution of spheres in a background medium 
using a new CPA with a coated sphere as the basic scattering unit. The coating 
takes into account some of the short range order. The variation with filling ratio of 
the relative thickness of the coating and the relative sizes of the two scattering units 
mirrors the real situation more correctly. This CPA is an improvement on previous 
ones - it reproduces much more accurately the long wavelength behaviour studied in 
chapter 3. We made some comparisons with experimental studies of the frequency 
dependence of the diffusion coefficient, mean free path and transport velocity. Our 
results reproduced some of the more general features of the transport velocity at 
different filling ratios much better than before even though the CPA is expected to 
valid only at low filling ratios. 
This thesis is, to a large extent, exploratory in nature since this whole area is 
relatively new and there is much to be done in this regard. Each of these papers 
provides data and insights that can be used as a starting point for a lot of further 
research. 
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
Plane wave method 
The plane wave method [1-3] makes use of Bloch's theorem and the fact that 
any function sharing the periodicity of a crystal can be expanded in a series of plane 
waves with reciprocal lattice vectors as wave vectors. A periodic dielectric function 
can, accordingly, be expressed as a Fourier series 
e(r) = ^ CQ exp zG.r (6.1 ) 
G 
where the G's are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the lattice in question. 
Maxwell's equations for time-harmonic EM waves with frequency w are given by 
V.D = 0 
V X H = -2^e(r)E 
V X E = z-H 
c 
V.H = 0 (6.2) 
and 
D(r) = e(r)E(r) (6.3) 
where we assume that the magnetic permeability /x = 1. 
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Using Block's theorem (since e(r) is periodic), the fields H, E and D can be 
expanded in plane waves in the form 
^ HK exp zK.r (6.4) 
K 
where K = k + G with k being a wave vector in the Brillouin zone. The vector 
k determines the propagation direction and wavelength of the EM wave. These 
expansions are used to write the Maxwell equations as 
K.DK = 0 
K X Hk = DK 
c 
K X Ek = —HK 
c 
K.HK = 0 (6.5) 
Eliminating the E field in terms of the H field, 
2 
Z K x  e n V C K '  X  H r . )  =  - Ï ^ H K ( 6 . 6 )  
K' ^ 
where K' = k + G' and CK.K' = ((K — K') = e(G — G') is the Fourier transform of 
e(r). 
We can write 
Hk = + /iK,2X2 (6.7) 
where Xi and X2 are unit vectors perpendicular to K and to each other. Two such 
vectors are sufficient to describe H since the wave is transverse as is evident from the 
condition K.HK = 0. 
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Expressing Hk in (6) according to (7) and taking dot products of (6) with Xi 
and X2 one arrives at the equation 
and A denotes either of the two polarization directions xi and Xg- The scalar wave 
solution corresponds to the case where the 2x2 submatrix in equation (9) is identity. 
Equation (8) can be diagonalized to get the eigenvalues, ie. the allowed energies 
for a wave with wavevector k. A sampling of the whole Brillouin zone along the 
major symmetry directions yields the complete band structure for the given lattice. 
The band structure can be obtained equally well by using the E field equation. Any 
discrepancy is due to the fact that one uses a finite number of plane waves in the 
expansion and the two methods converge somewhat differently towards the iV —> 0 
limit where N is the number of plane waves used. For simple periodic structures, 
several hundred plane waves are sufficient to get fairly converged results. The plane 
wave method can be used to model any periodic system irrespective of the nature of 
the unit cell provided a sufficient number of waves is used. This can, on occasion, 
prove to be a problem since the more waves one uses, the greater is the size of the 
matrix to be diagonalised and at the same time, the convergence is not always very 
fast. The whole issue of convergence has been discussed in detail in the appendix of 
part 2. 
(6.8) 
where 
MK.K' = |K||K'|EK^,K X2.X2 -X2.X1 
—X1.X2 xi.x'i 
(6.9) 
Coherent Potential Approximation 
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The coherent potential approximation (CPA)[4] is one of the more succesful of 
a multitude of effective medium approaches that have been used to model random 
systems. The system is seen from the point of view of a single scatterer embedded in 
a effective medium which approximates all the other scatterers. The idea is to find an 
effective medium such that a local replacement of the actual structured medium by it 
will make no overall difference. The method can be simply delineated by invoking the 
Green's function formalism for a time-harmonic scalar wave [5]. The wave equation 
is 
[c-2(r)af - V> = 0 (6.10) 
It can be written as 
[V^ + kl - S(r)]u = 0 
2(r) = tg - c"(r)w" (6.11) 
where ko = uj/cq and cq is an average speed of the medium. If S(r) is treated as a 
perturbation to the operator Lq = [V^ + k^] and Go is the Green's function for Lo, 
then the Green's function Gg for the operator Lg = Lq — S is given by 
Gg = Go + GqTGQ = Go + Go^Ge (6.12) 
and 
2 = r(l + TGo)-^ (6.13) 
One can formally write 
o, = (6.14) 
In order for the effective medium approximation to be valid, cq must be chosen 
such that S ~ 0. However, except in the w —» 0 limit, this choice of cq cannot 
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account for all the multiple scatterings and especially not where the wavelength 
becomes comparable to the inhomogenieties. Thus Ge is still different from the exact 
Green's function G. 
The CPA goes beyond this and attempts to incorporate local scattering by ex­
panding G in terms of Ge and L' = L — Lg {so that G = Ge + GgT'Ge) and imposing 
the condition {T' = 0). (T' = 0) means that there is scattering caused by local 
deviations but no overall additional scattering than that expressed by E . The ef­
fective medium is determined by implementing this condition through an iterative 
procedure. 
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